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Abstract
Scanning probe methods with decorated tips is a new trend in surface
study. An application of complex probe like a tip with an attached single
molecule or single atom allows to get new details about the surface proper-
ties. It has been shown that the scanning tunnelling hydrogen microscopy
(STHM) approach can reach atomic scale resolution and reveals intermolecu-
lar interactions. Because of the complexity, this new rapidly developing area
is not yet fully understood.
In this work systematic studies of tips decorated with Xe, H2, D2, CO,
CH4 was carried out. The tip with a single atom or a single molecule creates a
single particle sensor that simultaneously performs the function of an atomic-
scale force sensor and a signal transducer, which couples the short-range
force acting on the tip to the tunnelling conductance of the junction. In
some cases the sensor-transducer function of the decorated STM tips can
be quantitatively calibrated. Differences in the performance of the studied
sensors suggest that the sensor functionality can be modified by tuning the
interaction between the sensor particle and the STM tip. Based on force-
field calculations, theoretical analysis of the single particle sensor shows an
interrelation between the relative movement of the particle on the tip and
contrast structure of the surface images.
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Kurzfassung
Der Einsatz von Rastersondenmethoden mit funktionalisierten Spitzen ist
ein neuer Trend in der Oberfla¨chen Physik. Eine Anwendung der komplexen
Sonde aus einer Spitze mit einem einzelnen adsorbierten Moleku¨l oder Atom
erlaubt es, neue Details u¨ber die Oberfla¨cheneigenschaften zu erhalten. Es
wurde gezeigt, dass mit dem Rastertunnelwasserstoffmikroskopie (STHM)
Ansatz eine Auflo¨sung auf atomarer Skala erzielt werden und intermoleku-
laren Wechselwirkungen sichtbar gemacht werden ko¨nnen. Auf Grund der
hohen Komplexita¨t ist dieses neue, sich rasch entwickelnde Gebiet noch nicht
vollsta¨ndig verstanden.
In dieser Arbeit wurden systematische Untersuchungen von mit Xe, H2,
D2, CO und CH4 besetzten Spitzen durchgefu¨hrt. Die Spitze mit einem
einzelnen Atom oder Moleku¨l stellt einen Einteilchen-Sensor dar, der gleich-
zeitig als atomarer Kraftsensor und Signalwandler fungiert und so die kurz-
reichweitigen Kra¨fte, die an der Spitze wirken, mit der Tunnelleitfa¨higkeit des
Kontaktes koppelt. In einigen Fa¨llen kann die Sensor-Signalwandlerfunktion
der dekorierten STM-Spitzen fu¨r eine quantitative Kalibration genutzt wer-
den. Die Unterschiede im Verhalten der untersuchten Sensoren zeigen, dass
die Sensorfunktionalita¨t durch die Wechselwirkung zwischen Sensorteilchen
und STM-Spitze modifiziert werden kann. Auf der Grundlage von Kraftfeld-
berechnungen zeigt eine theoretische Analyse der einzelnen Sensorteilchen
eine Wechselbeziehung zwischen der relativen Bewegung des Teilchens auf
der Spitze und Kontraststruktur der Oberfla¨chenbilder.
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Introduction
The interest to the study of interfaces has increased significantly in re-
cent years. This happens thanks to the successes in organic electronics that
demonstrates the great potential for constructing electronic devices, such as
high-efficiency organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [1–9], organic photo-
voltaic devices (OPVs) [10–12], biosensors [13, 14], solar cells [15, 16], cheap
thin-film transistors (OTFTs) [17–24]. It starts to become possible to pro-
duce in a cheap, compact way electronic devices based on thin organic films.
Organic electronics deals with carbon based semiconductors in a form of small
organic molecules and conjugated polymers. Carbon based π-conjugated
electronic systems are able to access the full range of electric properties,
from insulators to metals [25], and can be widely used in electronics along
with traditional copper and silicon [26]. In such case analysis methods of
interfaces and individual organic molecules are highly important for both
the further advances in device design, usability and also for fundamental
research.
In general, methods of surface analysis can be divided in two large groups
[27]. The first group contains diffraction methods. This set of methods is
used for surface analysis in reciprocal space. Methods like low electron en-
ergy diffraction (LEED) [28–31], X-ray diffraction (XRD) [32, 33] and graz-
ing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD or GIXRD) [34–39] are widely used
for structural analysis and crystal growth control. These methods are espe-
cially successful for studying of ordered structures, but are not useful for an
analysis of local features like defects or contacts.
Another large group includes methods of real space structure study. There
are great of variety of different techniques that can be classified as one of three
basic types: optical, charged particle (electron and ion) and scanning probe
microscopy.
Optical methods are mainly used in biology because they are safe for
biological objects and do not destroy them during the measurements. The
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resolution of optical methods is quite low. For profound surface analysis it
is usually not enough.
Much higher resolution can be obtained employing electrons instead pho-
tons. It is possible since an electron has wave-like properties and its wave-
length is about several orders of magnitude shorter than visible light wave-
length. Photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM or PEM) is employed
to study thin film growth in a real time [40, 41]. PEEM is usually com-
bined with Low Energy Electron Microscope (LEEM). LEEM belongs to the
electron method of surface analysis where the image is formed by elastically
backscattered electrons from the surface. Pair PEEM/LEEM is used usually
for studying dynamic processes on the surfaces, such as film grows, adsorp-
tion or phase transition [42–44].
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) are widely used for studying the physical properties of the thin
films. SEM is mainly used for analysis of a surface topography and com-
position [45, 46]. TEM is used for studying the interfaces [47, 48], and the
structural and dynamic properties of the thin films [49, 50]. SEM resolution
is 1 − 20 nm, and TEM resolution reaches 0.05 nm [51]. An advantage of
TEM is, that it is capable to get not only an image of the surface, but also
diffraction patterns for the same region of the surface. TEM images reflect
the periodicity of the crystal lattice since the lattice acts as a phase grating.
The interpretation of the images obtained with TEM can be complicated,
because it depends on the sample thickness, objective lens defocus and inter-
ference effects. However, none of these methods can be used for organic thin
film study because high energy electrons are capable to destroy the organic
samples. TEM and SEM are widely used in industrial application, where the
resolution of tens and hundreds nm is usually required.
The last large group of surface analysis methods includes scanning probe
microscopy (SPM) techniques. SPM methods are based on the interaction
between a probe and a surface of a sample. With the probe that is usually
sharp tip, it is possible not only to investigate the electronic structure with
a subangstrom precision but also measure forces [52], surface conductivity
[53, 54], static charge distribution [55–57], local magnetic fields [58, 59] and
friction [60] or modulus of elasticity [61–63]. A big advantage of SPM is the
additional possibility to manipulate the molecules on the surfaces [64–67].
The two most widely used SPM methods are the scanning tunnelling mi-
croscopy (STM) and the atomic force microscopy (AFM). Historically STM
was first. AFM was built shortly after, applying underlying principles of
STM for force measuring. Due to the simple construction and ability to
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resolve single atoms, SPM is used in a wide variety of disciplines.
SPM group grows quite fast and new methods arise continuously. Scan-
ning probe techniques are graded and named after the type of interaction
detection of probe: force detection (chemical force microscopy (CFM) [68],
electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) [69], magnetic force microscopy (MFM)
[70]), tunnelling current detection (ECSTM electrochemical scanning tun-
nelling microscope [71], KPFM, kelvin probe force microscopy [72], SPSM
spin polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy [73]), photon detection (near-
field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM or SNOM) [74, 75]). And this is
not the full list.
No SPM technology can define the type and the structure of an atom
or a molecule without any additional information. Chemical analysis of the
molecules is based on spectroscopic studies or on increasing the STM resolu-
tion to enable direct determination of the chemical structure. Spectroscopy
methods are used for probing electronic states (inelastic electron tunnelling
spectroscopy (IEST) [76], tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) [77],
or electro-luminescence spectroscopy (ELS) [78]). Information to restore the
structure of molecules is obtained from the combination of the information
obtained from images and spectra. However, the analysis is complicated
because spectra are strongly affected by a local interaction with a surface.
The steps to improve SPM resolution has been made recently. They in-
cluded application of tip decorated with a single molecule. AFM sensor
terminated with CO showed a map associated with the chemical structure
of complex organic molecules. Pentacene, placed on a dielectric layer to
decouple it from the metal surface, was used for experiment [79].
Another research has shown that the resolution can be improved using the
STM tip terminated with H2 or D2. The resulting image contrast resemble
the structure formula of the molecules [80]. This approach was called scan-
ning tunnelling hydrogen microscopy (STHM). The mechanism that is behind
the contrast formation is still studied. The advantage of this method is the
ability to observe submolecular structural form of large organic molecules
with very little effort.
The thesis is organized as follows:
In chapter 1 a brief overview of some theoretical principles of STM and
AFM techniques used in this study is given.
In chapter 2 experiment preparation procedure is given.
In chapter 3 is discussed what gases other than hydrogen or deuterium
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can be used to achieve the STHM-like resolution. Discussion is based on
results of the experiment. The results of this chapter have been published
in paper: G. Kichin, C. Weiss, C. Wagner, F. S. Tautz, R. Temirov. Sin-
gle Molecule and Single Atom Sensors for Atomic Resolution Imaging of
Chemically Complex Surfaces. Journal of the American chemical society,
133:16847-16851, 2011.
In chapter 4 the experiment where force and conductance are measured
simultaneously is described. Discussion shows possible relation between force
and conductance of the tip junction with atom or molecule. The results of
this chapter have been published in paper: G. Kichin, C. Wagner, F. S.
Tautz, R.Temirov. Calibrating atomic-scale force sensors installed at the tip
apex of a scanning tunneling microscope. Physical review B, 87:081408, 2013.
In chapter 5 is described the experiment about excitation of D2 from the
junction. The experiment results are compared with force field calculations.
The mechanism of STHM image formation is discussed.
Chapter 1
Theory of measurements
1.1 STM
The STM is one of the main instruments for the surface analysis with
subangstrom resolution. It was invented by Binnig and Rohrer in 1981 [81].
Due to the relative simplicity of the STM equipment, it is one of the main tool
for studies of the conductive surfaces with a subangstrom resolution under
different experimental conditions, e.g. in solutions [82–84] at high pressures
[85, 86], high vacuum [87] in a wide temperature range from hundreds of
Kelvins [85] down to millikelvin [88].
Despite a large variety of STM applications, the basic principles of the
technique remain the same and are based on the concept of quantum tun-
nelling. Electron moves from one classically allowed region to another one
through a potential barrier, a region where the electron is classically forbid-
den to exists. One allowed region is in the tip, other one is in the surface. A
barrier in the STM junction is due to a small gap between the tip and the
surface in the electric circuit. Electrons flowing through the junction tunnel
through the barrier (see Fig. 1.1).
Tunnelling of the electrons is a quantum mechanical phenomenon that
cannot be described with a classical mechanics. Electrons behave as a particle
and a wave and their motion can be described with Schro¨dinger equation.
In the presence of potential U(z), assuming 1D case, the energy levels of the
electrons are given by the single-particle Schro¨dinger equation,
− ~
2
2m
∂2ψ(z)
∂z2
+ U(z)ψ(z) = Eψ(z). (1.1)
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0      a                z
E
U(z)
U0
eUbias
Ф
Figure 1.1: Quantum tunnelling through a 1D rectangular potential barrier.
The solution of the Schro¨dinger equation has a form
ψ(z) = ψ(0)e±ikz, (1.2)
where
k =
√
2m(E − U(z))
~
, (1.3)
~ is the Planck’s constant, E is the energy of the electron, m is the mass
of electron. For tunnelling through the simple rectangular potential barrier
with parameters U(x) = U0 and a (see Fig.1.1) the solution has a form
ψI = A1 exp (iκz) + B1 exp (−iκz), for z < 0,
ψII = A2 exp (−χz) + B2 exp (χz), for 0 < z < a,
ψIII = A3 exp (iκ(z − a)) + B3 exp (−iκ(z − a)) , for z > a, (1.4)
where
χ =
√
2m(U0 −E)
~
and κ =
√
2mE
~
. (1.5)
The coefficient B3 is 0 for the tunnelling regime because the reflected wave is
absent. The current is proportional to the particle flow j, which is described
as
j =
i~
2m
(
∂ψ∗
∂x
ψ − ∂ψ
∂x
ψ∗
)
. (1.6)
Equation (1.4) can be exactly solved. In the case of a large barrier U >> E
the transition coefficient is given by
D =
∣∣∣∣jIIIjI
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣A3A1
∣∣∣∣
2
∼= D0 exp

−2
~
a∫
0
√
2m(U(z) −E)dz

 . (1.7)
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In the 1D case the current I depends exponentially on the barrier thickness
a:
I = I0e
−2χa. (1.8)
Generally, χ is a function of the barrier height. The 1D case is valid only for
planar electrodes but it shows an important result. An exponential behaviour
is the key mechanism that produces high vertical resolution and allows imag-
ing the surfaces. To solve the Schro¨dinger equation in 3D case, geometrical
and electronic properties of the tip and the surface are required to be know.
1.1.1 Bardeen approach
The next important step in the tunnelling theory was made by Bardeen
[89]. Instead of solving the Schro¨dinger equation for the complete system (two
electrodes and junction), he suggested to divide the system into subsystems
and solve the Schro¨dinger equation for each of the subsystems (the first and
the second electrode) to find states in the different subsystems (different
electrodes). In this case the tunnelling current will be a sum of tunnellings
of the electrons from all the states of one electrode to the states of other
electrode. The rate of the transferring electrons M can be calculated using
the time-depending perturbation theory. Bardeen showed that the amplitude
of the electron transfer is determined by the overlap of the wave functions of
the two subsystems of the two separated electrode surfaces:
M =
~
2m
∫
z=z0
(
χ∗
∂ψ
∂z
− ψ∂χ
∗
∂z
)
dS, (1.9)
where ψ and χ are the wave functions of the two surface-electrodes. The
integral is over the separating surface between the two electrodes. The rate
of electron transfer is determined by the Fermi golden Rule
w =
2π
~
|M |2δ(Eψ − Eχ), (1.10)
where Eφ and Eχ are eigenenergies for the states ψ and χ. Then the tun-
nelling current can be evaluated as
I =
4πe
~
∫
∞
−∞
[f(Ef − eV + ǫ)− f(Ef + ǫ)]×
ρs(Ef − eV + ǫ)ρt(Ef + ǫ)|M|2dǫ, (1.11)
f(E)−1 = 1 + exp[(E −Ef)/kBT ] is the Fermi distribution function and ρs
and ρt are the density of states (DOS) of two electrodes.
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If kBT is smaller than the energy resolution required in the experiment,
then the integration limits can be substituted
∞∫
−∞
→
0∫
eVbias
. Bardeen assumed
that |M | does not change in interval (0, eVbias) and thus,
I ∝
∫ eV
0
ρs(Ef − eV + ε)ρt(Ef + ε)dε. (1.12)
The tunnelling current is proportional to the overlapping of DOSs of two
electrodes.
1.1.2 Tersoff-Hamann theory
R
r0 d
Figure 1.2: STM junction geometry in the Tersoff–Hamann model.
Tersoff and Hamann made the next step in the theory of STM [90, 91].
Taking into account Bardeen’s approach, they developed a simple tunnelling
theory for a 3D junction. The tip was assumed locally spherical and the elec-
tronic wavefunctions of the tip are modelled radially symmetric (see Fig. 1.2).
The spherical geometry refers to the s-orbital and, therefore, Tersoff-Hamann
theory is called often s-wave model. If the applied bias is much smaller than
the work function of an electron in the sample and the temperature is low
then the current can be represented as
I ∼ Uρt(Ef)ρs(r0, Ef) exp(2κR), (1.13)
where ρt is tip’s DOS at the Fermi level, ρs is local DOS (LDOS) of the
surface at the Fermi level in the position r0 of the tip, R is radius of the
tip. If the DOS of the tip does not depend on its position and the bias is
kept constant, then the STM constant-current image reflects the properties
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of the sample only, the LDOS. This model works well for the metallic and
conducting samples.
The Tersoff-Hamann theory gives a simple interpretation of scanned im-
ages. The equation for current reproduces the Ohm’s low on atomic level:
I ∼ U . The tunnelling current exponentially depends on the distance:
I ∝
∫ eV
0
ρs(Ef − eV + ε)ρt(Ef + ε)dε, (1.14)
and
ρs(Ef , r0) = ρs(Ef) exp(−χ(d+R)), (1.15)
for DOS of the sample
I ∝
∫ eV
0
ρs(Ef − eV + ε)ρt(Ef + ε)T (Ef + ε, V )dε, (1.16)
where T (E, V ) = exp(−2dχ) is a transmission coefficient. Not all electrons
are involved equally in the tunnelling process.
However, Tersoff-Hamann approach is not universal. It does not work for
semiconductors. For the study of semiconductors, high voltage is needed in
a range of several volts, which is comparable to the work functions for the
electrons. Thus, not only the electrons near Fermi level are involved in the
tunnelling.
The tips used in experiments usually are made of tungsten and PtIr. These
tips are not s-shaped. The tunnelling happens through the p-orbital. This
problem was solved introducing the derivative rule [92] to take other than
s-shaped orbitals into account [93].
1.1.3 Scanning Tunnelling Spectroscopy
Scanning Tunnelling Spectroscopy (STS) is an extension of the STM tech-
nique, which is used to provide information about the density of electrons in
a sample as a function of their energy. The tip is placed at a certain position
above the surface and the bias voltage is swept in a range of interest while
the response current is measured. The usual goal of the STS experiments is
to probe the DOS distribution of the sample surface.
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Using the equation (1.16), the differential conductance has form
dI
dV
(V ) =
2e2
~

ρt(0)ρs(eV )T (eV, E) +
eV∫
0
ρt(−eV + E)ρs(E)dT (V,E)
dV
dE

 .
(1.17)
The differential conductance is proportional to the LDOS but with an addi-
tional term. The second term in Eq. 1.17 represents a non-linear background.
This term can be set equal to zero if the transmission coefficient, T(E,V),
does not depend on the bias V . In this case the current will be described
by Eq. 1.12 and dI
dV
∝ ρs(Ef − eV + ε). This equation is widely used in
spectroscopy.
1.1.4 STM microscope
The base scheme of STM is shown in Fig. 1.3. Controlling the tip position
above the surface, the tunnelling current can be changed. The position of the
tip over the sample is controlled by piezocrystals. The piezocrystals working
mechanism is based on the reverse piezoeffect. Voltage applied to the crystal
brings to the change in length of the crystal in a subangstrom range. The
tip can be moved over the sample surface with a very high precision. The
electric tunnelling current in a range of pico- or nanoampers emerges when
bias V is applied between the tip and the surface. The tunnelling current is
amplified to make it easier handling by the electronic devices.
Figure 1.3: Schematic view of the STM setup. The picture is taken from
Wikipedia.
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STM can operate in two regimes: a constant current regime and a constant
height regime. In the constant height regime the tip is moved above the
surface at a constant distance and a variation of the current is recorded. In
the constant-current regime the current is kept constant via variation of the
tip-sample distance. In this case, the topography image is measured. The
electric signal related to the z-displacement is recorded. The control over the
tip movement is performed by the electronics and the computer.
1.2 IETS
Electrons passing the junction can interact with the media, e.g. molecule
in the junction, the tip, the surface [94–96], and induce excitations of the
localised vibrational modes [96]. If the energy of the electron eV is larger than
~ω, where ω is the frequency of vibrational mode, then the electron can lose
quantum of energy E = ~ω exciting this vibrational mode and tunnel into
another empty state. This opens an additional inelastic tunnelling channel
and changes the conductance σ of the junction. The usual change of the
conductance ∆σ is quite small ∆σ
σ
< 10%, what makes it hard to detect.
V
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dI
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dI
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Figure 1.4: Opening of the inelastic tunnelling channel. A change of the
slope is observed in the current I spectrum (a). A step is observed in the
differentiate conductance dI/dV . The second derivative d2I/dV 2 (c) has the
peak-like feature.
For the passing electron energy below ~ω, no inelastic tunnelling is possi-
ble. For the electron energy greater than ~ω, an inelastic tunnelling channel
opens. The current through the inelastic channel is proportional to the bias
voltage. The current spectra show a change in the current curve slope after
the channel is opened. In the conductance spectra, an opening of the inelas-
tic tunnelling channel is observed like a step up (see Fig. 1.4). Consequently,
in the d2I/dV 2 spectra, a narrow peak is observed. The inelastic process is
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independent to the polarity of applied bias and, therefore, is determined by
the excess of the electron energy only.
EF
EFħωeV
a)
b)
eV
Figure 1.5: Two types of electron tunnelling. An elastic regime (a). The
energy of tunnelling electrons conserves. An inelastic regime (b), an inelastic
tunnelling with excitation of a vibrational level, eV > ~ω. The energy of the
tunnelling electron changes.
The combined STM-IETS technique is used for an analysis of vibrational
properties of molecules with a atomic scale resolution. An advantage of the
STM-IETS over conventional IETS made in a planar junction is that this
technique allows performing vibrational spectroscopy on a single molecule.
The resonances are quite strong due to the good localization of the electron-
molecule interaction and the high current densities in the junction [97]. How-
ever, first experiments with the STM-IETS have demonstrated that the in-
terpretation of the obtained spectra is complicated. The selection rules are
different from rules of the traditional vibrational spectroscopy (IR, Raman,
HREELS). The theory of the single molecule vibrational spectroscopy devel-
oped by Lorente and Persson [98,99] have demonstrated that it is not possible
to extract the general set of STM-IETS selection rules. The opened inelastic
channel will always provide an additional tunnelling probability and increase
the conductance (see Fig. 1.5). But at the same time, the vibrational motion
of the molecule gets excited and the electronic orbitals participating in the
elastic tunnelling gets perturbed. This will strongly affect on the conduc-
tance. Unfortunately, these two processes cannot be separated.
1.3 AFM
AFM is another popular technique for studying the surfaces. It was in-
vented in 1986 by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer [52]. AFM is based on
the design of STM. In AFM, the tip senses a force instead of the tunnelling
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current. For the STM operation the surface should be conductive, while AFM
measurements are tolerate to the surface conductance and, therefore, AFM
starts to become so popular and widely used [100]. As well as the STM
measurements, the AFM measurements can be performed under different
experimental conditions, e.g. in various gases [52, 101], liquids [102–104], in
vacuum [105], at low temperatures [106–109], at high temperatures [110,111].
AFM can be used in several modes depending on tip-surface distance:
1. contact mode, AFM probe is in contact with the surface,
2. non-contact mode, AFM probe is not in contact with the surface,
3. mixed mode (or tapping mode).
Different forces act on the tip from the surface, e.g. long-range forces like
electrostatic, magnetic, van der Waals, and short-range like chemical forces.
The electrostatic forces can be compensated applying a potential to the tip.
To avoid the magnetic force, a non-magnetic tip can be used. The main
problem is that van der Waals forces cannot be avoided. To obtain atomic
resolution, it is important to filter out long-range force contribution and to
measure only force components that vary at the atomic scale.
The construction of the AFM sensor is complicated comparable to the
STM sensor. The AFM sensor consists of a tip robustly glued to a can-
tilever. The tip interacts with the surface and transfers the interaction to
the deformation of the cantilever. AFM can be operated either in a static or
in a dynamic mode. In the static mode the cantilever is relaxed and the force
is measured by monitoring the deflection of the cantilever. In this mode all
forces contribute to the measured signal value. The dynamic mode is used to
diminish the long-range force influence. In the dynamic mode the cantilever
is oscillating above the surface with a fixed amplitude, while the frequency
shift signal is monitored to obtain a surface image [112]. AFM that works in
dynamic regime is called frequency-modulation AFM (FM-AFM). The reso-
nant oscillation frequency is related to the force field between the tip and the
sample and the corresponding frequency shift is related to the force gradient.
The short-range forces have a stronger force gradient in the vicinity of the
object of the study. Therefore, AFM is sensitive to the short-range forces
in the dynamic mode at close tip-surface distances. When AFM is in the
dynamic mode it gives better lateral resolution than in static mode, but can
not measure force directly. Deconvolution methods are necessary to obtain
the force.
The cantilever can be approximated as a harmonic oscillator. Vts is the
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potential between the tip and the surface. The tip-sample force will be given
by Fts(z) = −dVts(z)/dz and the force gradient by kts(z) = −dFts(z)/dz.
The actual resonance frequency, f , can be calculated from a equation of
motion with an effective spring constant k+ kts and k is the spring constant
of the cantilever,
f =
1
2π
√
k + kts
m
, (1.18)
where m is an effective mass. In case of kts << k, expanding the root, we
will obtain
∆f
f0
=
kts
2k
, (1.19)
where ∆f = f − f0 is the frequency shift and f0 is the eigenfrequency of the
cantilever. ∆f can be calculated using Hamilton-Jacobi approach if kts is
not constant during a cycle:
∆f =
f 20
Ak
0∫
1/f0
Fts[z(t), z˙(t)] cos(2πf0t)dt = − f0
kA2
〈Ftsz〉. (1.20)
The oscillation of the cantilever is described as z(t) = A cos(2πf0t), 〈〉 denotes
time averaging over the period of the oscillation.
A good approximation for the force was proposed by Sader and Javis
in [113]. Introducing Ω(t) as
Ω(t) =
∆f
f0
= − 1
πAk
−1∫
1
F (z + A(1 + u))
u√
1− u2du, (1.21)
the relation between the force and the frequency shift will be
F (z) = 2k
z∫
∞
(
1 +
A1/2
8
√
π(t− z)Ω(t)
)
− A
3/2√
2(t− z)
dΩ(t)
dt
dt. (1.22)
This equation takes into account the magnitude of the oscillation amplitude
and gives the force with an accuracy of 5%. For a small amplitude approxi-
mation the formula can be simplified to
Fts,s(z) = 2
∫
∞
z
dz˜
k
f0
∆f(z˜) (1.23)
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and for a large amplitude approximation
Fts,l(z) = −
√
2kA3/2
z∫
∞
Ω(t)
dt
1√
t− z dt. (1.24)
The AFM sensor is sensible to the short-range forces in the dynamic mode
if the amplitude of the cantilever oscillation is small. At the same time the
long-range forces contribute little to the interaction. If the amplitude enlarges
then the contribution of the long-range forces increases and can be greater
than short-range force contribution. Thus, the resolution of the frequency
shift measurements is limited by the large amplitude. The way how to get
smaller and smaller resolution is to decrease the amplitude of the sensor.
One of the ways to reduce the amplitude is to use a cantilever with a large
stiffness (k ≈ 1 kN/m).
1.4 AFM STM simultaneous measurements
The properties of AFM and STM are combined in a qPlus sensor [114–
116]. With the qPlus sensor it is possible to measure simultaneously a tun-
nelling current and a change of a resonance frequency. From the frequency
shift the value of the force gradient can be restored. The qPlus sensor con-
struction is based on clock-quartz-type oscillator that has a fork-like shape.
One prong is fixed to the holder, and the second is free. A tip is glued to
the end of the free prong. Due to the high fork stiffness ≈ 1.8 kN/m, the
fork oscillates with a high frequency ≈ 20− 50 kHz. The tuning fork is self
sensing. It does not need additional equipment to measure the deflection of
the cantilever. The deflection is proportional to the voltage difference be-
tween the prongs. This type of sensor is quite useful for low temperature
measurements, where additional equipment can bring an unnecessary noise
and heat into the system. Unfortunately, the fork oscillation affects the tun-
nelling current channel. To get the right values for force and current, Sader’s
approach can be applied [113, 117]. In small amplitude approximation the
current coincide with the non-disturbed current.
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1.5 Scanning tunnelling hydrogen
microscopy
The scanning tunnelling hydrogen microscopy (STHM) was invented as
a new method for the STM to obtain surface images with the “chemical”
resolution. To get this resolution the molecular hydrogen is placed in the
tunnelling junction. Then it is possible to determine directly the geometry
structure of the surface by ultra-high resolution of the images. An example
of an image with the STHM contrast of the PTCDA molecule is shown in
Fig. 1.6(c). The hexagonal shape of the C6 and C5O rings is clearly visible.
The image shows the conductance of the junction drops abruptly when the
tip moves above the bonds. The imaginary lines that connect atoms are
forming a pattern similar to the chemical formula of PTCDA Fig. 1.6(a).
This type of contrast was named the geometrical contrast because it is related
to the geometrical structure of the molecule. For the comparison, the high
resolution image of a PTCDA molecule, scanned with a metal tip, shows
LDOS-related contrast with no internal geometrical structure (Fig. 1.6(b)).
a)
b)
c)
Figure 1.6: (a) Structural formula of the PTCDA molecule. (b) An STM
image of PTCDA, the image is made with a clean tip. (c) An STM image of
PTCDA. The image is made with a functionalized tip, geometrical structure
of PTCDA is observed.
A first STHM experiment was described in paper of Temirov et al. [80].
The molecular hydrogen was dosed in the STM chamber at low pressure
of 10−9 − 10−7 mbar. The STM working temperature was 5 K, what was
below the condensation temperature of the molecular hydrogen. Molecular
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hydrogen condenses on cold surfaces inside the STM chamber, including the
crystal surface. To get the STHM contrast, the molecular hydrogen should
be in the junction. The tip should move along the surface in the constant
height regime. The STHM contrast is observed at a low bias voltage, of
approximately from zero to tens of mV.
The precise amount of the hydrogen needed for experiment is unknown,
because hydrogen is invisible with the STM. The amount of the hydrogen
molecules on the surface was estimated indirectly by measuring the time of
deposition. The STHM experiments show the unstable STHM contrast at low
hydrogen coverage. Molecular hydrogen goes easily out of the junction and
the initial STM contrast reestablishes [118]. At high coverage, the STHM-like
image is no longer observed. The STHM contrast is observed at intermediate
coverage [119].
The STM tip should be very close to the surface to become sensitive to
the short-range forces like the Pauli repulsion to get the STHM contrast.
The switching between the conventional STM contrast and the STHM con-
trast occurred at early stages of a hydrogen deposition when the coverage is
presumably low. It is reasonable to assume, that the surface is covered only
partially in the beginning of the gas deposition. Therefore, it was suggested
that only one molecule plays role in contrast formation [118].
tip
sample
signal
transduction
force sensing
total electron density
density of states
Figure 1.7: A sketch describing the STHM image formation mechanism. A
single hydrogen molecule is physisorbed in the STM junction. It is confined
underneath the tip apex. The molecule sense the short-range Pauli repul-
sion from the surface and transforms this force signal into variations of the
tunnelling conductance via Pauli repulsion.
The following model that describes the STHM contrast formation was
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proposed (see sketch in Fig. 1.7) [80] that a single hydrogen molecule is ph-
ysisorbed on the tip directly under its apex forming STHM sensor [118,120].
A single hydrogen molecule in the tunnelling junction acts as a nanoscale
force sensor and a signal transducer. When the tip approaches the sur-
face, the hydrogen molecule is pressed into the tip what leads to the deple-
tion of the tip DOS because of the Pauli repulsion. The tunnelling current
varies nonexponentially with the distance between the tip with the hydrogen
molecule and the surface. Therefore, it was suggested that the Pauli force
and the conductance of the junction are coupled [80, 118].
The STHM image of a surface is formed with the tunnelling current as in
case of STM. The variation of the tunnelling current is used for the image
recording. STHM is intrinsically insensitive to the long-range interactions,
which usually limiting the image resolution. With the molecular hydrogen
attached to the tip, an STHM sensor is sensitive to a lateral variation of sam-
ple properties, other than the LDOS, like the short-range repulsion forces.
The STHM ability to visualize directly the atomic structure of molecules ad-
sorbed on the surface is valuable in the functional interfaces study. Therefore,
STHM can be used as a method that reaches chemical sensitivity. It relies on
the molecular properties that are characteristic of molecular species. With
STHM the chemical resolution can be achieved with a little effort [80, 118].
However, the mechanism of the STHM contrast formation is not yet fully
understood. The initial experiment was relied on molecular hydrogen or deu-
terium (H2 or D2) condensed in the junction of a low-temperature scanning
tunnelling microscope (STM). An experiment that directly shows that only
one particle plays role in the contrast formation is needed. The full expla-
nation of the intermolecular geometrical contrast is lacking. A link between
the Pauli repulsion and the junction conductance is not fully understood.
Therefore, it cannot give a clear answer to the mechanism responsible for
image contrast formation. Some of the questions are the issue of the current
thesis.
Chapter 2
Experiment
2.1 PTCDA
The STHM experiments were performed with organic materials on metal
substrates. The material of study was chosen a molecule of 3,4,9,10-perylene-
tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA). PTCDA is a well studied π-conjuga-
ted organic dye molecule [121–124], with a flat and symmetric structure. A
single molecule consists of the perylene core with the anhydride functional
groups at two sides. PTCDA can be easily synthesised and is stable un-
der electron and photon bombardment. The high stability of the molecules
of PTCDA allows depositing them on the surface without a sophisticated
equipment, simply by the evaporation. On the metal surfaces, the PTCDA
molecules form highly ordered films [125–129]. The structure of the films
depends on the interactions between the molecules, as well as between the
molecules and the surface. Due to the epitaxial growth and simple sample
deposition procedure, the PTCDA interfaces are interesting objects for a
study.
2.2 PTCDA/Au(111)
The main experiments were performed with the PTCDA molecules de-
posited on the (22 ×√3) reconstructed Au(111) surface. The gold recon-
struction occurs due to the ∼ 4% increasing of the atoms concentration on
the surface and the nonuniform squeezing of the top gold layer along the 〈110〉
direction [130]. On the Au(111) surface, the PTCDA molecules produce lay-
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Figure 2.1: The chemical structure of the 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic-
dianhydride (PTCDA) molecule with the marked perylene core and anhy-
dride groups.
ers of two types: “herringbone” and “square” phase [131]. A domain of each
structure type can be quite large. PTCDA is weakly bound to the Au(111)
surface. At the room temperature, PTCDA molecules on Au(111) are quite
mobile. They are able to create large ordered domains. At the liquid helium
temperature, molecules do not move and the domains are stable.
Au(111) Square
phase
herringbone
phase10Å
Figure 2.2: PTCDA/Au(111). Two different phases on the surface: “her-
ringbone” phase and “square” phase. While blobs in the “square” phase are
Xe atoms.
The “herringbone” phase is close to the [102] plane of the PTCDA bulk
structure where the molecules are arranged in a similar way [132]. The
unit cell of the “herringbone” phase is rectangular with the dimensions
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(19.2 ± 1.0) × (12.1 ± 1.0) A˚2, [123, 124]. This arrangement is caused by
the electrostatic forces between the negatively charged anhydride groups and
the perylene core [133]. There are three different types of “herringbone”
domains on Au(111) that are slightly different from each other. The exis-
tence of the different domains is caused by the reconstruction of the Au(111)
surface. Each unit cell of “herringbone” phase has two flat-lying molecules
of PTCDA that are not equivalent and have a different orientation. During
the experiments we did not stick to the particular type of the domain. The
experiments performed on the different domains showed no visual differences
in results.
Another phase of the PTCDA layer that was observed was the “square”
phase. The “square” phase consists of the PTCDA molecules arranged in
a square pattern [131, 134]. The unit cell consists also of two molecules.
The size of the unit cell is (17.0 ± 1.0) × (17.0 ± 1.0) A˚2. The density of
the molecule package is less than in the “herringbone” phase. Each unit cell
implies 6 mirror/rotation domains due to the symmetry of the substrate plane
that has the hexagonal surface structure. Due to the large voids between the
PTCDA molecules, a “square” phase demonstrates its suitability in storage
of the Xe atoms.
The molecular orbitals of PTCDA change the energy because of the inter-
action with a substrate. For PTCDA/Au(111), the highest occupied molec-
ular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
are observed at −1.8 V and +1 V respectively to the Fermi energy level [121].
HOMO and LUMO are broadened due to the interaction with the Au 5d-
band. The shape of calculated HOMO and LUMO of the free PTCDA
molecules in gas phase are shown in Fig. 2.3 [135].
2.3 Sample preparation
The sample preparation is crucial for the whole experiment because the
quality of the sample directly affects the quality of results. The Au(111)
sample was prepared using repeated sputtering the surface with Ar+ ions at
0.8−1 keV followed by a two-step annealing. The first step was annealing at
470◦ C for 15 minutes, is needed to restore the surface after the ion sputtering.
During this step the large terraces of Au(111) (width > 100 nm) are forming.
The second step of the annealing is at 180◦ C and lasts 1 hour. This step is
necessary to obtain the 22×√3 “herringbone” reconstruction of the surface.
The quality of the sample was checked by LEED.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Calculated charge density of HOMO (a) and LUMO (b) of a free
PTCDA molecule, taken from reference [135]. Dashed lines indicate negative
values of the wave function.
2.4 PTCDA deposition
Before the deposition PTCDA molecules were kept in the oven close to
the evaporation temperature, Tdep = 300
◦C, for 10 hours to remove possible
contaminations before the deposition. The oven that was located at the
distance of ≈ 5 cm far from sample. PTCDA was deposited on the sample
which was hold close to the room temperature, ≈ 25◦C. The evaporation of
PTCDA lasts 10 seconds with a very low flux rate to get the final coverage
of PTCDA of ≈ 0.1 ML. After the deposition, the sample with the PTCDA
layer is heated up to 200◦C for 2 minutes. During this procedure PTCDA
molecules form large islands owing to the high mobility of the molecules on
Au(111). PTCDA/Au(111) form the “herringbone” phase and the “square”
phase, which were important for the experiment.
2.5 Gas deposition
Gas molecules were deposited on the prepared PTCDA/Au(111) sample.
The gases of H2, D2, Xe, CO, CH4 are dosed in the inner cryostat where the
scanning tunnelling microscope is located. The gas was introduced through
a tube which points directly to the sample through a hole in a cryoshild.
The hole is 0.5 cm in diameter and is covered with a shutter. In the normal
state the shutter is closed to prevent the contamination of the STM tip
and the sample surface. Gas pressure during the deposition was 10−8 −
10−7 mbar. The temperature of the STM was ≈ 5 K. At this temperature
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gas condensation is possible. The gas was condensed on the cold surfaces,
including the sample surface. The coverage of the gas particles was monitored
by continuous scanning the surface of the crystal with the STM tip. The
time of deposition was varied from half an hour up to several hours from
experiment to experiment.
To estimate the coverage of the sample, a certain surface part was chosen
to be scanned repeatedly. The amount of the gas particles of Xe and CO
was monitored visually. Separate CO molecules and Xe atoms can be seen
on the surface. The gas deposition stops as soon as the desirable amount
of the coverage was reached. The molecules of Xe and CO sit stable on the
surface at low temperature. Any single molecule of Xe or CO can be picked
up in a reproducible way. The usual coverage of Xe and CO molecules was
estimated less than <0.1 ML The tip with CO or Xe attached to its apex
creates a molecular sensor that was used in experiments.
In the case of H2, D2, CH4 the deposition procedure is sophisticated. The
molecules of H2 and D2 are mobile and invisible with STM. The molecules
of CH4 are visible only if they are confined in the void of “square” phase of
PTCDA/Au(111) where they spontaneously adsorb during the deposition.
The coverage cannot be monitored as precise as in case of Xe or CO. There-
fore, larger quantities of the molecules of H2, D2, CH4 were deposited on
the surface. The coverage is monitored via scanning the surface. During
the scanning, switching between the STM-like contrast and the STHM-like
contrast was observed. The STHM-like contrast occurs because of the spon-
taneous formation of the molecular sensor. Gas deposition was stopped as
soon as the regular STHM-like contrast was observed. After the deposition
the pressure drops back to the 1 − 10 × 10−11 mbar. The coverage of H2 or
D2 or CH4 molecules was estimated less than <1 ML. The molecules of H2,
D2, CH4 cannot be picked up in a controllable and reproducible way. The
sensor was formed spontaneous during the scanning, but after the sensor is
formed it was stable enough for measurements.
2.6 Tip preparation
2.6.1 Tip for STM sensor
For the first STHM experiments the self-made tungsten tip was used. A
piece of wire 0.4 mm in diameter was cut and placed afterwards in the tip
holder. The wire was electrochemically etched in the hydroxide solution of
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50 g NaOH in 50 ml H2O. Next, it was rinsed in the distillate water and dried
with N2. To remove the rest water and the oxide cap, the tip was annealed
in the preparation chamber simultaneously with the electron bombardment.
The tip was placed inside the STM chamber in a working position. The tip
was covered with molecules of gold by numerous dipping into the gold surface.
For gentle tip forming, the approach distance was around 10 − 15 A˚ while
the initial tip-surface separation range was estimated 7− 10 A˚, therefore the
tip was dipped for 5−10 A˚ in the surface. For tip in a bad quality, the depth
of dipping was up to 50 A˚. The PTCDA island was scanned to check the
quality of the tip. Better contrast corrugation of the islands corresponds to
the sharper tip geometry.
2.6.2 Tip for AFM sensor
For the combined STM/AFM measurements was used the qPlus sensor
[114,115]. The sensor consists of the metal tip glued to the oscillating prong
made from the quartz. The tip of the sensor was made from the PtIr wire of
0.15 µm in diameter which was cut and sharpened with a focused ion beam
(FIB) (see Fig. 2.4). The eigenfrequency of the qPlus sensor was 30311 Hz
and the spring constant 1800 N/m. During the experiments, the amplitude
of the sensor was kept at 0.2 A˚. Additional preparation of the sensor is not
needed because PtIr does not oxidised. Before the experiments the tip apex
was covered with gold by numerous gentle dipping into the gold surface (see
previous subsection).
Figure 2.4: The apex of the PtIr tip of the qPlus sensor in scanning electron
microscope.
Chapter 3
A single particle as a sensor
3.1 Introduction
An STM with the molecular hydrogen that is confined in the junction
records the geometrical structure of the surfaces [80]. The surface scan images
show that the contrast corrugation is due to the short-range Pauli repulsion.
On the basis of that work it was suggested that STM tip with the molecular
hydrogen in the junction acts as a microscopic force sensor that changes the
tunnelling current in response to the forces acting from the surface. Such a
sensor can resolve the inner structure of large organic molecules and show
contrast pattern related to the geometrical structure of the molecule. The
structure of junction in the case of hydrogen cannot be defined, until it is not
clear how many hydrogen molecules are in the junction. The knowledge of the
junction structure is important for understanding the physical phenomena
responsible for image corrugation formation.
The current chapter shows that actually one single particle acts as a sen-
sor. The proof that it is indeed a single particle was found in the set of
experiments with gases other than H2, such as CO, CH4, Xe. These gases
can also act as microscopic force sensors and can achieve geometrical res-
olution of the surface. Since the experiment shows that the gases behave
similarly to H2 in many ways, we can assume that in case of H2 it is one
particle that produce the contrast. The differences in the performance of
these sensors suggest that the sensor functionality can be adjust by changing
the sensor particle and, consequently, the interaction with the STM tip.
The results of this chapter have been published in paper: G. Kichin, C.
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Weiss, C. Wagner, F. S. Tautz, R. Temirov. Single Molecule and Single
Atom Sensors for Atomic Resolution Imaging of Chemically Complex Sur-
faces. Journal of the American chemical society, 133:16847-16851, 2011.
3.2 Experiment
An STM experiment was performed under ultra high vacuum (UHV) con-
ditions. For the experiment the molecules of PTCDA were deposited onto the
clean Au(111) substrate using hand-made Knudsen cell as it was described
in section 2.4. The coverage of PTCDA was ≈0.1 ML. PTCDA formed both
the stable herringbone phases and the metastable square phase, (section 2.2).
The gases Xe, CO, CH4 were chosen for experiments. The independent ex-
periments were performed with those gases. The molecules of gases were
deposited onto the sample with the tube pointing directly to the junction
through the hole in the cryoshild. The hole was 5 mm in diameter, covered
with a shutter. The pressure in the chamber during deposition was held
at the level of ≈ 5 × 10−7 mbar. To monitor the deposition, the surface
was scanned; as soon as the gas particles were detected on the surface the
deposition was stopped. After the deposition, the pressure returned to the
(1− 5)× 10−11 mbar.
The STM tip was 0.4 mm diameter tungsten wire, electrochemically etched
in NaOH solution. After the etching the tip was cleaned by electron bom-
bardment in UHV in the preparation chamber. Before the experiment the
apex of the tip was covered with gold by numerous gentle dips into the clean
Au(111) surface.
The distance of approach was varied, the initial tip-surface separation
range was estimated at 7 − 10 A˚, as for the tip to be gently dipped by
5 − 7 A˚ into the surface an approach of 10 − 15 A˚ was needed. After the
tip preparation a PTCDA island was scanned to check the quality of the tip.
Better contrast in corrugation corresponds to sharper clean tip geometry.
Afterwards, the tip was functionalized with a particle of one of the three
following gases: xenon (Xe), carbon monoxide (CO), and methane (CH4)
(see later). Such sensors (tip with the particle attached to its apex) were
used to scan the PTCDA/Au(111) in the constant height regime.
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3.2.1 Xenon
The suggestion that the closed-shell noble gas particles should behave
similarly to H2 (D2) was proposed earlier (see in ref. [80]). Therefore, Xe was
used first as a gas with closed shell electron configuration ([Kr]5s24d105p6).
At low temperature Xe has low mobility on the surface and on the tip. Xe
has large atomic mass and high melting point of 161.4 K, whereas H2 (D2)
has melting point of 14.01 K and has high diffusion rate along the surface at
low temperature. For the same reason the imaging of single H2 (D2) molecule
with STM is also not possible.
Figure 3.1: PTCDA/Au(111) metastable “square” phase. Atoms of Xe sit in
the voids and at the edges of the island. Xe is marked with red dots. Picture
is recorded in a constant height scanning regime.
Single Xe atoms can be easily identified on the surface with STM. Xe
on Au(111) looks like a bright protrusion indicating higher conductance (see
Fig. 3.1) [136, 137]. Calculations of tunnelling conductance, in which the
electrodes were described within a jellium model, indicate that conductance
of such structures depends strongly on the energy of the resonant state and
its position relative to the Fermi energy. The unfilled 6s resonance level of
Xe is located ≈ 4 V above Fermi level. Calculations show Xe 6s level is
broadened and extends further out into the vacuum than the bare-surface
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wave functions [138–140]. Modern calculations were made by Zotti et al.
with ab initio transport methods [141]. The interaction between the tip and
the surface was found to be screened with a dipole moment induced in a
noble gas particle in the junction. In the junction, a particle of a light noble
gas like He, Ne or Ar leads to the weakening of the metal-metal coupling
and, consequently, to reduction of the tunnelling current. But for Xe and
Kr model shows an existence of the additional tunnelling path that occur
due to the valence p state. Tunnelling through the new path overcomes the
screening effect what results in enhancement of the tunnelling current. No
significant change of the LDOS of the tip was not found, what is in variance
with model proposed by Lang [138].
Xe can jump from the surface to the tip and back under the applied bias.
After the Xe atom jumps to the tip, to keep the initial tunnelling current the
piezocrystal retracts the tip by 0.6± 0.1 A˚ (see Fig. 3.2).
Tip
Tip
Xe
CH4
0.6Å
Tip
CO
0.43Å
Tip
0.05Å
a) b) c) d)
Figure 3.2: The change of the piezocrystal length in vertical direction to
keep tunnelling parameters unchanged (I = 0.1 nA and V = −10 mV). The
change in case of (a) clean tip, (b) CO-tip, (c) CH4-tip, (d) Xe-tip.
Individual Xe atoms can be easily found on the surface. Usual places are
the edges of the PTCDA islands (see Fig. 3.1) and the voids of the metastable
“square” phase [142]. In the experiment the voids of the “square” phase
were used to store single Xe atoms. At 5 K Xe can be stored in the voids
for unlimited time and reproducibly picked up and put down again. The Xe
molecules on the edges, sit rather loose, so they can move along the edges
interacting with the tip. And it is still possible to pick single molecule up
with the tip. For large coverages Xe tends to form the islands near the
step-edges of the gold terraces.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Picking up a Xe atom. Approaching procedure of the tip
(red line) and response of the current (black line) (b) Putting down Xe in
the void. Voltage variation procedure (red line) and current response (black
line). Jump in the current denote the moment when Xe jump to (a) or from
(b) the tip.
The first experiments with single Xe atom manipulation were performed
by Eigler and Schweizer [136]. It has been shown that Xe can be successfully
picked up from the Ni(110) surface and placed back with STM tip. The
picking up procedure described by them was adapted in the current work
for picking up Xe from the Au(111) surface. It was taking into account that
Au(111) is less attractive than Ni(110). In the present work the tip has been
moved from the stabilisation point (bias −10 mV, current 50 pA) towards the
Xe on the surface, for a distance of ≈ 1.6 A˚, until Xe spontaneously jumps to
the tip. In case of the Xe jump, the STS spectra show abrupt increase of the
conductance, see Fig. 3.3(a). To put Xe back on the Au(111) surface or in the
void of the “square” phase of PTCDA, we apply the potential of−0.8 V to the
junction [143]. The STS spectra show an abrupt decrease of the conductance
(see Fig. 3.3(b)). Thus, the STS spectra can be used to monitor the process
of Xe transition from the surface and back to the tip. The additional control
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was carried out by rescanning the surface and checking if Xe is still on the
surface. The described protocol of the Xe atom manipulation is reliable and
reproducible. This allowed us to study the imaging properties of STM tips
decorated with a single Xe atom systematically.
Figure 3.4: PTCDA/Au(111). The change of the contrast before (left) and
after (right) the atom of Xe was picked up from the void. In case of scan
image made with Xe on the tip the edges of PTCDA molecules looks sharper.
The images are recorded in the constant current regime. The current flow
value is shown by the colorbar.
The images of molecules, recorded by scanning in the constant current
regime with the Xe on the tip apex, show the slight change in the contrast.
The edges of the molecules are sharper (see Fig. 3.4) [139]. The current
and the conductance images, recorded very close to the surface in the con-
stant height regime, show the similar contrast as in the H2 (D2) case. The
geometrical structure of the molecules is visible (Fig. 3.5). However, the Xe-
decorated tip shows poorer contrast of the intramolecular geometry structure
of PTCDA than the H2 decorated tip. Nevertheless, the preparation of the
Xe-sensor is explicit and better controlled than preparation of H2- or D2-
sensors [118].
As an other example the internal geometry structure of a copper phthalo-
cyanine (CuPc) molecule on Au(111) was successfully resolved with Xe on
the tip. The experiment with CuPc molecules is sophisticated because the
molecules are mobile on Au(111) and do not stick to the Au(111) substrate
as good as PTCDA molecules. Due to the interaction with the tip, CuPc can
follow the tip along the surface. To obtain an image of CuPc, the molecule
was pinned to the edge of PTCDA island where the mobility of CuPc is re-
duced significantly due to the interaction with the edge of PTCDA island.
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Figure 3.5: The image of PTCDA/Au(111), recorded in the constant height
regime with Xe modified tip. The image shows geometrical structure of
the PTCDA molecule similar to that obtained in STHM experiments. The
contrast in case of Xe is poor but the geometry of the molecule is visible.
The current flow value is shown by the colorbar.
The geometrical contrast on the CuPc molecule is displayed in Fig. 3.6. To
get a better view of tiny details, it is shown as 3D plot.
Figure 3.6: Images of a single CuPc molecule at the edge of the PTCDA
island on Au(111), obtained in the constant current regime (left) and in the
constant height regime (right). For better view the contrast and the inner
tiny structure, it is plotted as a 3D surface. The current flow value is shown
by the colorbar.
Another experiment with Xe was performed with PTCDA/Ag(110), where
the structure of the PTCDA overlayer is completely different. On Ag(111),
the structure is mainly “herringbone”, which is very close to the [1 0 2]
plane of a bulk structure of the PTCDA crystal. This happens because the
intermolecular interactions are much stronger than the interactions between
the molecules and the surface [132]. On Ag(110), molecules of PTCDA form
commensurate “brickwall” phase [144, 145] for the coverage less than 1 ML
[146]. The interaction between the molecules and the surface is stronger
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than between the neighbouring PTCDA molecules. Therefore, the PTCDA
molecules will be oriented perpendicular to the rows of the silver atoms,
with the central C6 ring located between the atomic rows [144]. Due to
the interaction between the negatively charged anhydride groups and the
positively charged perylene cores, PTCDA molecules form rhombic islands
where the negatively charged anhydride groups face each other. These places
are additionally preferable for Xe atoms, where they can be found easily. The
Xe atoms adsorb above the adjacent anhydride groups, see Fig. 3.7(a), and
can easily switch between neighbouring positions 1 and 2. The jump to
another adjacent anhydride groups position is restricted by the interaction
with the PTCDA molecules.
A scan of PTCDA/Ag(110) recorded with Xe sensor is displayed in Fig.
3.7(b). The scan is recorded in the constant height regime and shows the
STHM-like geometrical contrast where is possible to recognize the perylene
core with the bright central ring. It is observed a drop of the current where
the C-C bond between adjacent C6 side ring is, but in fact it is very subtle.
Nevertheless, it is possible to see it in the current profile across these two
rings in Fig. 3.7(c), where the dip and its position on the scan is marked
with the red arrow. Difference in the STHM-like contrast can be due
to the structure of the Ag(110) surface that has rectangular unit cell and
is more attractive than Au(111) surface. PTCDA molecules are oriented
perpendicularly to the rows of sticking out Ag atoms. The central C6 ring of
PTCDA is located above one of the row. Side C6 rings are in average farther
from the surface. Due to the strong interaction between PTCDA molecule
and Au(111) surface geometry and electronic structure deviates from the free
molecule form [147,148]. Due to these reasons the conductance of the center
C6 rings can be higher then the side C6 rings.
3.2.2 Carbon monoxide
The next gas which was used for experiments was carbon monoxide. Pre-
viously it was reported that CO was used in AFM experiments for tip func-
tionalization to get high resolution of the molecules [149, 150]. The AFM
experiments have shown that it is possible to recover the structure of the
molecule measuring the frequency shift of the dynamic AFM sensor. Scans
of the organic molecules reveal the geometrical structure which looks similar
to the structural formula from chemical books. Authors Gross et al. ascribe
the contrast obtained with such tip to repulsive Pauli force [149]. Temirov et
al. have linked STHM contrast also to the Pauli repulsion [118]. Therefore
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Figure 3.7: PTCDA/Ag(110), “brickwall” phase. The scan images are made
with Xe on the tip: (a) Image made in constant current regime. Xe molecule
sits above adjacent anhydride groups and can switch from position 1 to 2
under the interaction with the tip. (b) Image made in the constant height
regime, (set point 50 nA, 50 mV, voltage applied to the junction -10 mV).
(c) Current profile along the dotted line across the double C6 rings (see inlay
figure), the dip in the conductance is shown with the red arrow. Dip position
coincide with the location of C-C bond.
the next logical step is to check whether CO can be used to get STHM-like
geometrical contrast. This would confirm this aspect of STHM imaging.
The CO molecules present in every vacuum chamber as a rest gas, so it is
possible to find them on the surface. In the experiment for the reasons of clar-
ity CO was deposited on the freshly prepared system in amount of ∼0.01 ML.
The CO molecules sit on the Au(111) surface in the on-top sites and are ori-
entated perpendicular to the surface with carbon end down [151, 152]. A
single molecule of CO is visible with STM and has a distinct appearance
that makes it easy to distinguish on the surface: CO molecule appears as
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depression independent of the polarity when they are scanned with a clean
STM tip [151, 153]. CO appears as protrusion independently of the bias if
it is imaged with a tip with another CO molecule at its apex (see Fig. 3.8).
Single molecules of CO located mainly on elbows of 22×√3 Au(111) recon-
struction [130]. Owing to the change of the surface structure between fcc
and hcp, the elbows of the gold reconstruction are attractive to the adatoms
of the different contaminations including CO molecules.
Figure 3.8: CO on Au(111), CO molecule looks like a black blob sits on the
elbow of reconstruction. (a) two CO molecules scanned with clean tip. Before
upper one is picked up. (b) CO molecule scanned with the CO-terminated
tip. CO on the surface appears as protrusion.
The deattachment of the CO molecule occurs due to the temporary tun-
nelling electron injected into a 2π∗ antibonding state of CO, which leads to
the breakup of the bond between CO and the surface [151, 152, 154]. The
excited CO molecule can jump either to a nearby atom on the surface or
towards the tip. Our experiments show that CO jumps to the tip with a
very high probability which is in agreement with paper reports.
The molecule of CO can be picked up in controllable and reproducible
way [151]. To pick up CO from Au(111), the tip was positioned above it and
the bias of 2 V was applied between the tip and the sample. The initial set
point of the tip was defined with I = 50 pA, V = −10 mV (see Fig. 3.9). The
checking, whether the CO molecule is on the tip, is made visually by scanning
the position of the picked up CO. The quality of the tip was checked by
measuring a molecule of CO that sits on the surface with the CO decorated
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Figure 3.9: Picking up the CO. Approaching procedure of the tip (red line)
and response of the current (black line). The step in the current denotes the
moment when CO jumps on the tip.
tip. The control of the CO jump by spectra is complicated because the
transition of CO molecule from the surface to the tip does not change strongly
the conductance of the junction. Ideally a small jump in the current should
look like in Fig. 3.9, but in many cases this jump was not observed, although
the CO molecule jumps actually to the tip. The tip is retracted from the
surface in average by ≈ 0.05 A˚ when CO molecule comes in the junction
(see Fig. 3.2). After one CO molecule is picked up, the contrast of the scan
recorded in the constant current regime changes. CO on the surface obtains
a characteristic bright spot (protrusion) in a dark ring (Fig. 3.8) [151].
Figure 3.10: PTCDA/Au(111) scanned in the constant height regime with
CO on the tip. Perylene core is visible as 5 blobs corresponding to the C6
rings.
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The CO modified tip yields better contrast resolution of the perylene core
of PTCDA than the Xe modified tip. Also the C6 rings of perylene core
have a specific round shape. The two C5O heterorings located at the ends of
the molecule are not resolved as good as in case of the Xe. The specific CO
contrast remains when molecules other from PTCDA species were scanned.
An example of the scan image of TTCDA/Au(111) is presented in Fig. 3.11.
Figure 3.11: TTCDA/Au(111) scanned in the constant height regime with
CO on the tip. The white blobs are corresponding to the C6 rings of the
TTCDA core.
CO-sensors are characterized by a high stability with respect to bias ap-
plied to the junction. The dI/dV image of PTCDA/Au(111) is shown in
Fig. 3.12(a). This scan image was recorded at the bias V = −1.6 V using the
lock-in techniques. At −1.6 V it is a position of HOMO of the PTCDA on
the Au(111) substrate. At the same bias voltage, the dI/dV image recorded
with the clean tip shows contrast (Fig. 3.12(b)) related to the HOMO of
PTCDA. The comparison of two images in Fig. 3.12 (a) and (b) shows that
the STHM contrast is not just an enhancement of the conventional LDOS
resolution that derives from molecular electronic resonances. However, the
STHM contrast is affected by the sample LDOS what makes the central ring
appears dark, because the HOMO has a node there, two mutually perpen-
dicular nodal planes perpendicular to the plane of molecule intersect there.
3.2.3 Methane
The next series of experiments were performed with methane (CH4), be-
cause the methane molecule has right tetrahedron form with four hydro-
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Figure 3.12: PTCDA/Au(111), (a) dI/dV image made with CO on the tip
at −1.6 V. (b) Image of HOMO of PTCDA made with clean tip at −1.6 V.
Inlay: model of HOMO.
gens in the corners. One corner of tetrahedron would point towards surface,
whereas the other three interact with the tip and, thus, stabilize the con-
figuration of the molecule. Because of the tetrahedron form the orientation
of CH4 on the tip can be quite different which can bring variation in con-
ductance of the junction and in the structure of the obtained image of the
surface. It is possible that one hydrogen atom sticks out or two atoms stick
out. This case is similar to the orientation of hydrogen on the tip. In exper-
iments CH4 was picked up randomly, without any control of the orientation.
No dependence on the orientation of CH4 in the junction was revealed.
The melting temperature of methane is 91 K. A single methane molecule
is weakly bounded to the Au(111). Due to the high mobility on the surface
the difficulties associated with methane were similar as in case of hydro-
gen or deuterium. Individual CH4 molecules can be found in the voids of the
“square” phase of PTCDA/Au(111) where they spontaneously adsorb during
the deposition. The observation of the CH4 on the edges of islands is com-
plicated because of the high mobility of the methane. Single CH4 molecule
cannot be picked up reproducibly from the voids with the STM tip as it is
in case of Xe or CO. Therefore, larger quantities of CH4 have to be adsorbed
on the surface. Nevertheless, for methane the evaluated coverage was less
than 1 ML. The preparation procedure of the CH4 sensor is thus very similar
to the recipe used for obtaining STHM junctions with H2 or D2 [80], CH4
spontaneously jumps to the tip during the lateral scanning.
For the CH4 the submolecular resolution of the organic molecules was
observed as in the previous cases. The structure of the image is similar to
STHM contrast but the intermolecular contrast is not as pronounced as in
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case of hydrogen. The contrast in case of the CH4 is like the contrast obtained
with Xe on the tip.
Figure 3.13: PTCDA/Au(111). The tip decorated with CH4 molecule demon-
strates geometrical structure of the surface similar to the STHM-like contrast.
3.3 Discussion
The experiments with PTCDA/Au(111) showed that the CO-, Xe-, CH4-
sensors can successfully reveal the structural contrast of the molecules de-
posited on the metal substrate. The obtained images had a corrugation
pattern very similar to the structural formula of the whole molecule or at
least parts of it. At the same time the corrugation of the intermolecular
contrast changes from sensor to sensor, but the pattern related to the geom-
etry of the molecule remains. The best intramolecular contrast was observed
with CO-sensor which quality is comparable or similar to the H2 sensor. The
conductance above the bond and the centre of the rings have the sharpest
change in its value for the used sensors. In case of CO the C6 rings have
specific round shape while in case of Xe and CH4 the shape is angular and
is closer to the hexagonal form, as in case of H2 or D2.
In Fig. 3.14(a) the profiles of the aromatic rings recorded above the
PTCDA molecule are shown. The profiles demonstrate the corrugation of
the Pauli repulsion contrast with low conductance above bonds where elec-
tronic density is larger [118]. The figure shows that the images recorded with
the Xe- and CH4-sensors are laterally distorted. The Xe and CH4 sensors
show asymmetry in the profiles across the molecule. Also the three aromatic
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rings along the profile have different sizes. Note, that the structure of the
profile does not depend on the direction of the scanning. This rules out a
friction and slip-stick as an origin of the asymmetry, because, otherwise, the
direction of the slope will depend on the direction of scanning what will be
observed in the experiment. Asymmetry of the profile and slope presence
cannot be caused by the global drift of the tip from or towards the sur-
face, the drift is small in the microscope. Since the position of the imaged
PTCDA molecule does not change during the scan, the observed image dis-
tortions must be caused by deformations of the sensor due to the complex
tip shape [153, 155]. In case of CO the profile is more symmetric and the
least distorted comparing to the profiles obtained with Xe and CH4 sensors.
However, the distance between the extreme points of the rings in case of CO
is shorter than in other cases. This can be because CO is bounded stiff to
the tip while xenon or methane sit loosely and can move on the tip [156,157].
But still, it can be possible that the image is distorted because of the tilt of
CO on the tip [153, 158].
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Figure 3.14: PTCDA/Au(111). Conductance profile across the molecule (a)
and the bond (b). Each of the curves was divided by the factor |Gmax−Gmin|,
where Gmax (Gmin) are the maximum (minimum) values of the conductance
in the current curve. The resulting curves were shifted along the vertical
axis.
Xe- and CH4- sensors show intermolecular contrast which coincides with
the contrast obtained with H2 (D2) sensor. The area between the molecules
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is broken up into the tiles of different sizes and conductances. The tiles with
small conductance have three PTCDA molecules as a neighbour and have
large size. The tiles of low conductance interchange with tiles of high conduc-
tance. They are smaller and have two PTCDA molecules as a neighbour. The
edges of the tiles are in good agreement with the location of H−H bonds [142].
The profile recorded across the hydrogen bonds (see Fig. 3.14(b)) shows that,
in fact, all three sensors behave in a similar way and are sensitive to the dif-
ference of the conductance over different points of the intermolecular area.
In case of Xe- and CH4-sensors, the conductance drop is stronger above the
hydrogen bond and has a kink unlike in case of CO. In case of CO, con-
ductance profile varies smoothly with a small variation of magnitude in the
areas where H−H bonds should be. It is hard to observe a variation at that
region on the scan images because of the very weak contrast variation. The
mechanism of hydrogen bond imaging in STHM is not yet fully understood,
so the poor performance of the CO-sensor can be related to some distinctive
properties of CO.
To understand better the variation of the intramolecular contrast between
the different sensors, we analysed the STS conductance spectra versus tip-
surface separation distance. The conductance spectra G(z) measured in two
neighbouring points (see inset of Fig. 3.15) are shown in Fig. 3.15: over the
center of side ring (black) and over the side carbon atom (red). All the
G(z) curves plotted in Fig. 3.15 show a similar exponential dependence far
from the surface and nonexponential behaviour at short tip-sample distances.
The analogous behaviour was demonstrated earlier for the spectra made with
molecular hydrogen and deuterium in the junction [118].
Far from the surface the conductance G(z) spectra are exponential. The
deviation from the exponential behaviour emerges at some point and in-
creases with the reduction of the tip-surface distance (See section 1.5). The
suppression of the conductance is presumably due to the depletion of the
DOS in the tip caused by Pauli repulsion between the tip and the particle
adsorbed at the tip apex [118]. At the distances close to the surface spectra
behaves nonexponential and show distinction in curve shape for different tip
positions above the surface, The spectra measured above a carbon atom (red
curve) show larger suppression of the conductance than the spectra measured
above a center of C6 ring (black curve) of the PTCDA backbone. This dis-
tinction leads to the pattern corrugation in conductance scan images. The
first point where the deviation emerges marks the starting distance when the
STHM-like contrast will be observed in the scan images. STHM-like contrast,
observed in the scans of the surface, happens at the very short tip-surface
distances where the spectra are nonexponential.
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Figure 3.15: The approach conductance spectra measured above PTC-
DA/Au(111) from the stabilization point: I = 50 pA, V = −10 mV. x-axis
shows the relative distance between the surface and the tip. The curves were
shifted along the z-axis such that the tip-surface distances, at which the Fig-
ures 1d, 2c, and 2g were scanned, coincide. For visual clarity the curves of
CH4 and CO were multiplied by 0.1.
The tip-surface distance at which the geometrical contrast is observable
is different for three sensors. The sensitivity range, R, was introduced for
the sensor characterization. One endpoint of R-range is defined by the tip-
sample distance where the first deviation from the exponential behaviour
occurs. Another endpoint is the tip-surface distance at which the maximum
difference in conductance values over the atom and over the center of the C6
ring is observed. Sensitivity range, R, shows how deep it is possible to probe
the space under the tip (see Fig. 3.16). In case of Xe the sensitivity range is
larger than in case of CO. According to Fig. 3.15, RXe > RCH4 > RCO. This
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Figure 3.16: Sensitivity range defines how deep it is possible to probe the
space under the tip. In case of Xe the sensitivity range is larger than in case
of CO. This corresponds to the fact that with the Xe intermolecular and
intramolecular contrast are observed while in case of CO only intramolecular
contrast is presented.
means that the Xe- and CH4-sensors produce detectable output in a wider
range of tip-surface distances, while the sensitivity of the CO-sensor decays
faster as the tip is moved away from the sample surface.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter it has been shown that the STM tip with a single CO or
CH4 molecule or with a single atom of Xe creates a single particle sensor
that simultaneously performs the function of an atomic-scale force sensor
and a signal transducer, which couples the short-range force acting on the
tip to the tunnelling conductance of the junction. These sensors have suc-
cessfully resolved the inner structure of large organic molecules like PTCDA
and CuPC and have shown the scan image contrast is related to the geomet-
rical structure of the molecule. The scan image contrast have similar pattern
for all different gas particles used in experiment. Therefore, the mechanism
of the submolecular geometrical contrast formation does not depend on the
details of the sensor particle or its interaction with a tip. This points out
that it should be a general physical phenomenon. Experiments with Xe and
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CO have shown explicitly that only one molecule or one atom is needed to
create the molecular force sensor. Therefore, one can conclude that in case
of H2 or D2 also only one molecule on the tip apex should play role for sensor
formation but not a molecule on the surface under the tip. To get the STHM
contrast hydrogen molecule jumps and sticks to the tip, what happens dur-
ing the motion of the tip above the surface. The area where the sensor was
created and where it was used for scanning are spaced far on the surface what
excludes the situation when the tip “drags” the particle along the surface.
During dragging the particle will be lost because of the numerous defects
and the terraces on the surface. Therefore, the single particle sensor really
consists of the single molecule of the gas attached to the tip apex.
The studies of the PTCA molecules on different substrates show common
pattern of the geometrical contrast, however, slight variations are observed in
the contrast. The substrates of Au(111), Ag(111) or Ag(110) have different
morphology and physical properties that affect the electronic structure of the
PTCDA molecules and shift the position of the HOMO and LUMO of the
PTCDA molecule. The full contrast observable in experiments with single
particle sensor has variations due to the different electronic structure of the
molecules but the geometrical pattern, ascribed to the geometrical structure
of the molecule, remains and is the same for all the crystal surfaces.
For sensor characterization the parameter R, sensitivity range, was intro-
duced. Sensitivity range determines how deep the sensor can probe the space
underneath it. The CO-sensors have the short sensitivity range, while Xe-
or CH4-sensors have large sensitivity range. The sensors with large R show
poor contrast for the intramolecular area and matching contrast of the inter-
molecular area related to the hydrogen bonds. Sensors with small R works
in the opposite way, they show poor structure of the intermolecular area, but
they show intramolecular contrast of good quality. H2 and D2, as well as Xe,
are able to resolve the intermolecular structure, therefore, the sensors made
with H2 or D2 presumably should have large sensitivity range.
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Chapter 4
Calibration of the atomic-force
sensor
4.1 Introduction
The STM tip decorated with a single molecule of CO or CH4 or with a
single Xe atom acts as a molecular force sensor. The action of that sensor
is similar to the cases of H2 or D2 which were reported earlier [80]. Such
sensors were suggested to be able to change the tunnelling current in response
to the forces acting from the surface. Therefore, an image of the tunnelling
current variation, recorded with the tip in a constant height, reflects the Pauli
repulsion effect from atoms. The image of the surface shows the structure
of the surface. For molecules deposited on the surface, the image will reflect
the structure of the molecules. The structural resolution of the molecules
on the surface was obtained independently using an AFM sensor with CO
decorated tip [93, 149, 159]. Gross et al. [149] have shown direct observation
of Pauli repulsion from atoms. These two observations point out that there
is dependence between the force acting on the sensor and the tunnelling
current.
Current studies show that STHM contrast is related to the force acting on
the tip and therefore, it is possible to calibrate the signal in the conductance
channel in terms of force. For calibration, it is necessary to separate the
effect of the force acting on the sensor from all other factors influencing the
conductance. The force cannot be tuned by simply changing the tip-surface
distance, because in such cases the tunnelling current follows the changes of
LDOS. In experiment, the PTCDA molecule itself will be used as a force
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source. It has been shown that planar organic molecules can be used to vary
the force acting on the tip in the pN range; if the tip is at a constant distance
from the substrate and is placed at different locations of the molecule [149].
Measurements in two closely spaced points in the PTCDA molecule show
that LDOS does not vary significantly. In this case, all the variations in
tunnelling conductance are only due to the change of the force acting on the
tip.
A combined NC-AFM/STM sensor has an advantage that it can measure
the force and conductance spectra simultaneously. STM images LDOS at
the position of the tip, where the tip is far above the molecule. So the tip
probes not only a molecular orbital in its exponential tail, but also the tail of
metal states that may leak through the molecule and blur the resulting pic-
ture. AFM relies on the force measurements. To image the atomic resolution
the tip should be moved very close to the object of study. Here the AFM
sensor is in a regime where short-range forces give the main contributions.
Pauli repulsion is responsible for the atomic resolution, while van der Waals
and electrostatic forces add only a diffuse attractive background [149]. This
problems can be partially solved with a reduced contribution of the long-
range forces by using FM-AFM and the force gradient measuring. The force
gradient in the proximity of the surface depends mainly on rapidly varying
short-range forces, while long-range forces vary rather slowly, and so can be
neglected in FM-AFM. Additionally, at small distances, the results of mea-
surements are affected by an influence of the exact atomic tip geometry and
unintended lateral and vertical movement of the molecules. The functional-
ization of the tip with an atom or a molecule allows the reactivity of the tip
to be reduced and therefore, the tip can move closer to the surface.
Using a combined NC-AFM/STM sensor the tunnelling current and the
frequency shift were measured simultaneously at different tip-surface dis-
tances. This information was used to reconstruct the force and conductance
spectra as a function of the proximity to the surface. These spectra were
analysed for the possibility to calibrate the sensor. As the relation between
the force and the conductance is known, it is possible to use an STM tip as a
microscopic force sensor when a molecule or an atom is attached to its apex.
The results of this chapter have been published in paper: G. Kichin,
C. Wagner, F. S. Tautz, R.Temirov. Calibrating atomic-scale force sensors
installed at the tip apex of a scanning tunneling microscope. Physical review
B, 87:081408, 2013.
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4.2 Experiment
An experiment was performed with NC-AFM/STM in UHV conditions
at 5 K. A test system was chosen as PTCDA/Au(111). The preparation
of PTCDA/Au(111) is described in section 2.3. Above the monolayer of
“herringbone” phase of PTCDA was chosen an area 13×13 A˚2 containing one
molecule. The probing of the surface was made with the qPlus sensor [114]
with PtIr tip (see Fig. 2.4). Preparation of the tip is described in section 2.6.2.
The operational oscillation frequency of the qPlus sensor was f0 = 30.3 kHz.
During the measurements, the amplitude of the sensor’s oscillation was kept
constant at ≈ 0.2 A˚ [160]. Constant height scan images were made with
small tunnelling bias V = −12 mV applied to the junction.
Three different types of tips were used: a clean Au tip, an Au tip decorated
with a single CO molecule and an Au tip decorated with a single Xe atom.
Sequences of images with frequency shift (∆f) and conductance (dI/dV )
were recorded simultaneously at various tip-surface distances with a step of
0.1 A˚. Spectra of frequency shift (∆f(z)) and conductance (dI/dV (z)) were
extracted from the sequence of scanned images. For calibration spectra two
particular positions on the molecule were chosen. One spectrum of interest
was obtained for the central point of the central C6 and the other above
the nearest carbon atom, indicated by the blue and red circle in Fig. 4.1(a).
These two points are located ≈ 1.4 A˚ from each other. For these two points,
force and conductance spectra have been obtained. Force spectra, F (z), were
obtained by integrating frequency shift spectra over the measured range of
distances,
F (z) =
z∫
0
2k0
f0
∆f(z)dz, (4.1)
where k0 = 1800 N/m is the fork stiffness of the qPlus sensor and z = 0 is the
maximal distance from the surface, at which the scan image was recorded. z
increases as the tip approaches the surface. For large tip-to-surface distances,
no corrugation in image contrast was observed [161].
A sequence of images recorded with a clean Au tip shows featureless con-
trast without any internal structure of the molecule at any distance (Fig.
4.1(a)). Spectra extracted above the ring and above the atom (see Fig. 4.1(b))
are identical, so
Fatom(z) = Fring(z) (4.2)
and
dI/dVatom(z) = dI/dVring(z). (4.3)
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Figure 4.1: (a) 13 × 13 A˚2 constant height ∆f (top) and dI/dV (bottom)
images from the image sequence of PTCDA/Au(111) measured at different
heights with the clean Au tip. The chemical structure formula of PTCDA is
shown in the tile, red and blue circles mark the positions at which F (z) and
dI/dV (z) were evaluated. (b) Force F (z) (top) and conductance dI/dV (z)
(bottom) spectra extracted from the image series (a). Spectra were measured
over the atom (red curve) and over the middle point of central C6 ring. For F
scale negative (positive) value corresponds to an attractive (repulsive) force.
LDOS of PTCDA does not deviate significantly between these two locations.
Force F (z) spectra in Fig. 4.1(b) show that clean Au tip is quite reactive.
The tip senses a strong attraction toward the surface [162]. At z ≈ 3 A˚,
white patches on the ∆f image show local interaction of the tip with the
corner oxygens of PTCDA. This points out the chemical nature of the at-
traction. The corner oxygen flips up and tries to form a chemical bond with
the tip [163]. As the tip approach further towards the surface, the interaction
increases and destabilizes the junction.
Unlike the clean tip, a tip with attached CO molecule is able to show
the internal molecular structure of PTCDA in both ∆f and dI/dV channels
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Figure 4.2: (a) 13 × 13 A˚2 constant height ∆f (top) and dI/dV (bottom)
images from the image sequence of PTCDA/Au(111) measured at different
heights with the Au tip decorated with CO molecule. (b) Force F (z) (top)
and conductance dI/dV (z) (bottom) spectra are extracted from the image
series shown in Fig. 4.2(a). Spectra were measured over the atom (red curve)
and over the middle point of central C6 ring.
(see Fig. 4.2(a)). The appearance of structural resolution in the scan image
measured at z = 2 A˚ shows that at this distance the tip feels the short-range
Pauli repulsion acting on it from PTCDA. Extracted force spectra also prove
this statement. The force rises faster over the atom than over the ring center
(Fig. 4.2(b)).
For CO terminated tip the values of
∆F (z) = Fatom(z)− Fring(z) (4.4)
and
∆dI/dV (z) = dI/dVatom(z)− dI/dVring(z). (4.5)
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show distinct variation with tip-surface distance. Far from the surface (z = 0)
∆F (z) = 0. This value grows as the tip approaches the surface, reaching a
maximum value at the distance z ≈ 2.2 A˚. Here ∆dI/dV (z) is negative
and keeps decreasing with the tip approach. Spectra show that junction
conductance drops with an increase of the force acting on the tip. Close
to the surface, at distances z & 2.3 A˚, the value of ∆F (z) starts to become
negative. Inversion in ∆f happens at smaller z′ values (z′ < z), which follows
from Eq. 4.1. In the spectra we observe a change of sign for ∆F (z) and ∆f .
In the frequency shift scan images, this effect leads to the contrast inversion
(see Fig. 4.2). Far from the surface C-C bonds are bright and the rings are
dark. Frequency shift for tip positioned above the rings is smaller than over
the atoms and bonds (see Fig. 4.2). For z > 2.2, the frequency shift ∆f above
the ring become larger than over the atoms or bonds. At the same z ≈ 2.2,
∆dI/dV (z) shows a weak response to the change in tip-surface interaction,
which can be due to different types of tip-surface interaction. The emergence
of an attractive force cannot be described with a simple two particle Lennard-
Jones type potential. The emerged attraction can be due to the complicated
structure of the junction that has a large number of degrees of freedom, owing
to the particle in the junction. For instance, lateral movement of the particle
can influence strongly on the interactions in the junction. Therefore, at short
tip-surface distances, the coupling between ∆F (z) and ∆dI/dV might have
a different character of relation.
The Xe-sensor shows similar behaviour to the CO-sensor. The relation
between ∆F (z) and ∆dI/dV have similar characteristic as in the case of
CO. The molecular structure of PTCDA starts become visible at distances
starting from z ≥ 3.1 A˚. Visually the corrugation of image contrast is not as
strong as in the case of CO-tip. Thus, the difference between minimum and
maximum values of the conductance and force is larger for Xe in comparison
with CO. Poor quality of the image resolution and spectra can be caused
by several reasons. The tip with Xe is more reactive than the tip with
CO (compare in Figs. 4.2(b) and 4.3(b) spectra of ∆f and ∆dI/dV ), and
less reactive than the clean tip (compare in Figs. 4.1(b) and 4.3(b) spectra
∆f and ∆dI/dV ). Another reason may be a small contribution of ∆f and
∆dI/dV to the total signal comparable to the total signal, which makes it
hard to detect. Also the tip with Xe is more sensitive to the amplitude of
qPus sensor oscillation, because of the soft Xe-tip bond. Displacement of Xe
in the junction adds blur to the scanned images and spectra.
Large conductance of the junction with Xe is due to the existence of
additional tunnelling channels through the valence 5p state of Xe [141]. The
state is broadened due to the strong hybridization with the gold states. Xe
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Figure 4.3: (a) 13 × 13 A˚2 constant height ∆f (top) and dI/dV (bottom)
images from the image sequence of PTCDA/Au(111) measured at different
heights with the Au tip decorated with Xe atom. (b) Force F (z) (top)
and conductance dI/dV (z) (bottom) spectra extracted from the image series
shown in Fig. 4.3(a). Spectra were measured over the atom (red curve) and
over the middle point of central C6 ring.
also induces a dipole moment which screens the interaction between the leads,
and decrease the conductance [141]. Nevertheless, the contribution to the
tunnelling through 5p state is quite large and overcomes the screening effect.
This disagrees with the calculations of Ref. [138, 139], where the calculated
electron transport through Xe was found to occur through the tail of the 6s
orbital.
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4.3 Discussion
∆F (z) and ∆dI/dV (z) are used to characterize the conductance response
in the acting force. To get a relation between ∆F (z) and ∆dI/dV (z) (see
Eq. 4.4 and 4.5) these two values are plotted versus each other (see Fig. 4.4).
Far from the surface at z = 0 the proportionality between ∆F (z) and
∆dI/dV was found to be linear. Linear proportionality was found in dif-
ferent experiments, where the tip was freshly prepared and decorated with
the same type of particle. The linear proportionality was observed up to the
moment when ∆F (z) changes its sign. The coefficient of proportionality for
Xe was found equal to αXe ≈ −2000 SN and for CO equal to αCO ≈ −200 SN .
Thus, relation between force and conductance can be unambiguously defined
as linear with a single proportionality constant.
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Figure 4.4: Conductance response ∆dI/dV vs the applied force ∆F (z). The
upper (lower) panel shows spectra measured with two different CO (Xe) tips.
The regime in which the response of conductance is linear is indicated by the
black fitted lines. The distance at which each tip starts to deviate from the
linear response regime is marked on the right.
The linear regime violates near the point where ∆F (z) changes its sign.
It happens at short tip-surface distances, when the attractive force acting on
the tip from the side of the surface dominates the interactions in the junc-
tion. In the non-linear regime, the coupling between ∆F (z) and ∆dI/dV (z)
seems tip-dependent. The particle in the junction starts to behave in a com-
plicated way. Nevertheless, for all investigated tips, coupling behaviour was
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found qualitatively similar (Fig. 4.4). Remarkably, the inner structure of the
PTCDA molecule is observed on a large range of z-distances even when the
coupling is not only in linear but also in non-linear regimes.
Interestingly, the hydrogen bonds in intermolecular area of the STHM
contrast, happens only at z-distances, where the sensor is in the non-linear
regime [142,164]. Xe and CO STHM-like contrast with observable intermolec-
ular structure is shown on rightmost tile in Fig. 4.3(a) for Xe and Fig. 4.2(a)
for CO. It is possible to conclude that hydrogen bonds act in a specific way
on the sensor particle. The mechanism that is responsible for the non-linear
coupling is sensitive for this kind of action and transduces this force into the
conductance channel.
These observations give us a reason to believe that for other molecules
like H2, D2, CH4, for which STHM contrast was reported, coupling between
force and conductance spectra should be observed in a similar way. The
coupling between force and conductance is expected to be in two regimes,
linear and non-linear. It is assumed that the linear regime should be observed
at large tip-surface distances, where the decrease of the junction conductance
is proportional to the increase of the force acting on the tip. The linear regime
is fully defined with a single proportionality constant that does not depend
on the microscopic structure of the tip but only on the type of particle. At
small tip-to-surface distances, non-linear proportionality is expected. The
mechanism standing behind the geometrical contrast formation seems to have
universal character and should not depend on the atomic structure of the tip
or the particle attached to the tip. This follows from the fact that STHM
images are observed for different types of particles. The molecules and the
single atoms have different structures and different bonding character to the
tip (chemical or van der Waals).
A possible model of STHM contrast formation was suggested by Martinez
et al. [165]. The proposed model assumes that molecular hydrogen dissoci-
ated on the Au tip and the adsorbed hydrogen atoms, change the density
of states of the tip, increasing its p-orbital and reducing the s-orbital con-
tribution. The interaction of the H-decorated Au tip with PTCDA/Au(111)
pins the Fermi energy, EF, in the middle of the PTCDA LUMO peak and
increases the sample DOS at the Fermi energy level, which allows electrons
to tunnel from or to this peak at very low bias voltages. The model relies on
the specific details of the chemical interaction between H2 and Au. Dissoci-
ated H2 should make a strong bond with the tip, and therefore the energy
needed to clean the tip should be high (≈ 2 eV). This disagrees with the
STHM experiments. An energy needed to clean the tip is actually much
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smaller (40− 200 eV), which tells us that the molecular hydrogen should sit
on the tip as a whole molecule. Another reason is that hydrogen molecules do
not dissociate on single crystal Ag [166, 167] and the Au surfaces [168, 169],
because of the considerable activation barriers that prevent this.
The model of STHM contrast formation proposed in [80] and described
in section 1.5 has in fact a more general character. It implies that a particle
adsorbed on the tip interacts also with the surface. The interaction between
the particle and the surface disturbs the particle and shifts its position with
respect of the tip during the scanning. In this case the position to the
particle should contain information about the interactions. If the position
of the particle changes the tunnelling current through the junction, then the
force acting on the particle is coupled to the conductance. The character of
this coupling will be defined by the physical mechanism through which the
particle position influenced the electron tunnelling.
Currently there are two mechanisms that can possibly explain how the
displacement of the particle on the tip can affect the conducting properties
of the junction. According to one of them, the particle is shifted on the
tip due to the interaction with the surface and is pressed into the tip. The
particle changes the tip DOS via the Pauli repulsion acting between the tip
and the particle. The conductance of the junction using the Tersoff-Hamann
approximation, is proportional to the DOS of the tip. Here the coupling
occurs due to the increased repulsion between tip and sensor particle that
depletes the tip DOS close to the Fermi level [118].
Another possible model was proposed by van der Maas et al. [170]. Their
model assumes that only the electrons tunnelling in some finite solid angle Ωt
give a contribution to the tunnelling current. The atom or molecule attached
to the tip works as a shutter that reduces the number of tunnelling electrons
by elastically scattering them back. The presence of the particle reduces solid
angle Ωt by a value Ωs, and casts a “shadow” on the surface. Electrons in
this “shadowed” solid angle are scattered back and do not contribute to the
total tunnelling, thus the total solid angle that contributes to the tunnelling
is Ωt − Ωs. The authors proposed that the solid angle Ωt depends only on
the tip, while Ωs depends on the tip-particle distance. At large tip-surface
distances, the particle sits at a constant position with respect to the tip and
therefore Ωs is constant. For large distances the tunnelling current depends
only on the tip-surface separation, d, exponentially I ∝ exp(−d). At small
tip-surface separations, the second effect take place, the particle starts to
interact with the substrate and is pushed into the tip. Due to this shift Ωs
is increased and, consequently, the total angle Ωs − Ωt is decreased . Non-
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linearities will be observed in the conductance spectra. In the case when the
second effect is strong, the resulting tunnelling current will decrease as the
tip approaches the surface.
Both models predict that the increase of the force pressing on the tip
will lower the junction conductance. That is in qualitative agreement with
experiments. Unfortunately, experiments cannot give a distinction between
these two models. Quantitative computer simulations of the coupling are
necessary for further discrimination between these two models.
4.4 Conclusions
The experiments have shown that an interrelation between conductance of
the junction and force acting on the tip exists. At large distances between the
tip and the surface interrelation has a linear dependence. The linear regime
is stable and reproducible. The coefficient of proportionality α depends on
the type of a particle attached to the apex of the tip, but not on the details of
tip’s or particle’s atomic structure. For Xe sensor we found αXe = −2000 SN
and for CO sensor αCO = −200 SN , where the minus sign shows that the
conductance of the junction decreases with an increase of the force acting on
the tip.
At short tip-surface distances the linear regime violates. The force-con-
ductance relation starts to depend on the shape of the tip. The interrelation
for non-linear regime was found qualitatively to be identical in different ex-
periments. This approach shows that it is possible to reconstruct force from
the conductance. For further study numerical calculations should be per-
formed where the form of the tip is taken into account.
The geometrical contrast of the molecule is observed in conductance scan
images at the distances where the sensor works in the linear regime and
partially in the non-linear regime. The STHM-like intermolecular contrast
is observed only in a deep non-linear regime, when the tip is very close
to the surface. In case of D2, H2, CH4 similar relation between force and
conductance is also expected. With such sensors it is possible to obtain
structural resolution of the surface with little effort and without additional
equipment.
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Chapter 5
Two level system surface
scanning microscopy with D2
decorated tip
5.1 Introduction
The STM tip decorated with a single molecule (CO) or a single atom
(Xe) works as a microscopic force sensor that varies the tunnelling current in
response to the forces acting from the surface on the tip (see chapter 4). Such
a sensor is able to resolve the geometrical structure of large organic molecules.
The conductance scan images show that the geometrical contrast is observed
up to tunnelling biases V ≈ ±2 V applied to the junction. This tells us
about the stability of the junction in a very wide bias range. In contrast, for
sensors based on H2 and D2 STHM the contrast breaks at relative low bias
(≈ ±(10−100) mV) and at high bias conventional STM contrast is restored.
The voltage-dependent conductance spectra show a complex behaviour.
For H2 and D2 there are specific spike-like features located symmetrically
around zero bias. The spikes represent transitions between junction states.
The analysis of the spikes can provide information about the property of the
surface.
In this chapter voltage-dependent conductance spectra for H2 (D2) will be
analysed. The energy of expelling H2 (D2) from the junction will be compared
with the surface adsorption potential. For this a force-field simulation will be
performed to calculate the excitation energy of H2 (D2) out of the junction.
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The relation between H2 (D2) displacement on the tip and the conductance
scan images will be discussed.
5.2 Experiment
The experiment was performed in UHV conditions at the temperature
T = 5 K. For the experiment, PTCDA molecules were deposited on the
Au(111) surface. PTCDA molecules form islands with the regular structure
(see section 2.3). Molecular deuterium was dosed into the STM chamber from
where it condenses on the sample surface. D2 does not dissociate on single
crystal Au surfaces due to the considerable activation barriers [168, 169].
To obtain the D2 sensor, the tip was moved along the surface from where
D2 spontaneously jumps to the tip. As soon as D2 is on the tip, the new
type of contrast appears, the so called STHM contrast. The deposition of
deuterium was stopped as soon as a stable STHM contrast was achieved.
In the previous chapter it was shown that only one molecule is needed for
contrast formation, but a single D2 molecule is invisible with STM, therefore
a larger amount of D2 is needed.
While the tip was moved along the surface in the constant height, a set
of voltage-dependent conductance spectra was measured above an area of
13× 13 A˚2 on a grid of 64 × 64 points. The bias voltage was varied between
−200 mV and 200 mV. The tip was placed over the center of the molecule
with parameters I = 100 pA and V = 316 mV, so the initial tip-surface
distance was set. The lock-in technique was used to measure the differential
conductance dI/dV (modulation amplitude 4 mV, frequency 4.8 kHz). The
experiment lasted 4 hours with switched off feedback. In the experiment,
the total z-drift was 0.3 A˚, which shows the high stability of the measuring
equipment.
A typical spectrum recorded with a clean metal tip shows a smooth con-
ductance curve without any peculiarities (see Fig. 5.1(a)). The spectrum was
changed if the molecular deuterium sat on the tip. The dI/dV (V ) spectra
reveal an abrupt change of the conductance(see Fig. 5.1(b)). The regions
with different conductance are separated by a pronounced gap-like feature
with an amplitude of spikes larger than the fluctuations of the signal. The
spikes arise in pairs and are located around the zero bias symmetrically at
±Us, which signals an inelastic tunnelling process in the junction. The clas-
sical theory of the inelastic tunnelling predicts a step-like behaviour of the
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conductance with respect to the bias. An inelastically tunnelling channel is
opened or closed (see 1.2) which leads to the changes in the conductance.
Inelastically tunnelling electrons can excite vibrational modes of the molec-
ular D2 and induce its motion out of the junction [171–173]. The structure
of the junction changes. In our experiment at low bias, molecular D2 sits in
the junction while at high bias the junction is clean [80].
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Conductance spectra over the layer of PTCDA (a) with a clean
tip and (b) with the deuterium in the junction. In case of D2 symmetrically
located spike-like features are observed.
5.3 Two level systems
The conductance spectra measured with a tip decorated with H2 (D2) show
spike-like anomalies. Although the spikes are regularly observed in the exper-
iments with deuterium and hydrogen, the model that describes this physical
process is still debatable. There are two models in the literature under dis-
cussion that describe the spike-like features in the conductance spectra. Both
models suggest that the STM junction can be in different states.
Halbritter et al. [174] proposed a two level system (TLS) with two minimal
energy states (marked with ΨL and ΨH) that are separated by a potential
barrier (see Fig. 5.2(a)). The junction that is described with TLS has dif-
ferent conductance in each state, σL in the L-state and σH in the H-state.
Direct transitions between the states occur owing to the inelastically tun-
nelling electrons that excite H2 (D2) in the junction. Spike-like behaviour
can occur only if there is a strong asymmetry in the coupling between the
states. The asymmetry can arise if the ground state L is non-degenerate and
the excited state H is highly degenerate. In such case, γL = NγH , where
N is the number of the degenerate H levels, γL is coupling of the electrons
to the lower state of TLS and γH is coupling to the upper state. In other
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic picture of D2 transition between the states in (a)
Halbritter model and in (b) Thijssen model.
words, once the particle is inelastically excited it cannot easily relax back.
In the conductance spectra, this asymmetry leads to the appearance of the
spikes at ±Us. According to this model, the voltage Us is tied with the en-
ergy difference between these two states [175–177]. Halbritter et al. point
out that the position of the spikes is not constant. It strongly depends on
the amount of H2 (D2) and shows a broad distribution in the energy range
of 30− 100 meV.
In the other model, Thijssen et al. [178] suggested a similar TLS model
with two energy minima, also separated by an energy barrier, but with a
different mechanism of transition between the states. The transition does
not occur directly between the states ΨL and ΨH, but through the interme-
diate state Ψ∗. The H2 molecule that is in state ΨL is first excited by an
inelastically tunnelling electron to the state Ψ∗. Now it has enough energy to
overcome the barrier and then relaxes to the state ΨH (see Fig. 5.2(b)). The
coupling of tunnelling electrons to both states is considered to be equal. In
this model, the spike voltage Us is related to the energy difference between
ΨL and Ψ
∗. Using molecular controlled break junctions (MCBJ) with H2,
Thijssen et al. have found that the spike energy is observed near ≈ 42 meV,
which relates to the transversal vibrational mode of H2 in the junction, where
the H2 vibration is perpendicular to the current direction. Thijssen’s exper-
iments show an isotope shift of the spike positions. For D2 the spike energy
shifts by the factor ≈ √2 and was observed at ≈ 29 meV, as expected for
molecular vibration mode energies [179].
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Non-linearities in the conductance spectra were studied also by Gupta et
al. [180]. Metal surfaces covered with H2 were investigated with STM. It
was found that the bias at which the spikes were observed depends on the
surface coverage of deposited H2. The experiments with H2 and D2 show
that it is not possible to distinguish between these two gases using STM.
The coverage cannot be precisely measured, and therefore the dependence
of the spike position on the coverage cannot be derived. The disagreement
with results obtained with MCBJ can be due to the differences in the junction
structure in the case of MCBJ and STM. Our experiments show that the spike
position depends on the coverage of D2 as in case of Gupta’s experiments.
Additionally, it was found that the spikes are sensitive to the surface area
beneath the tip. From our experiments, it is not possible to distinguish which
of the model, mentioned above, is preferable. We will keep to the concept of
the two-level system where the junction can be in different states.
Our experiments show that one pair of spikes is always related to expelling
of the H2 or D2 molecules from the junction. When there are two pairs of
spikes, the one at the larger bias value is related to expelling. This fact was
confirmed by the spectra and by the scan images taken at different biases [80].
The STHM contrast is observed only at the low bias, while at the high bias
the structure of the conductance images coincide with the conventional STM
contrast. The distance-dependent conductance spectra show an exponential
behaviour at high bias and nonexponential behaviour at low bias where the
scan images exhibit the STHM contrast.
The TLS model concept will be applied to the junction states to probe the
surface. In general, the parameters of the TLS model depend on the tip, on
the local surface area beneath the tip and on the state of D2 in the junction.
The STM tip remains unchanged during the scanning. The states of TLS are
represented by a junction with and without D2. Switching between the TLS
levels provides information about desorption energy potential of D2 from the
surface. Therefore, the excitation energy of D2 depends on the surface under
the tip. The excitation energy can be monitored with the voltage-dependent
conductance spectra.
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5.4 Experimental results
5.4.1 Lateral dependence of conductance spectra
The spectra recorded in different points of the surface show high sensitivity
of TLS on the surface properties. Above the PTCDA molecule (Fig. 5.3(b)),
only one pair of symmetric spikes is observed. It shows that the junction
can be in two states, ΨL and ΨH. The spikes at Us = Uout ≈ ±35 − 40 mV
denote D2 excitation out of the junction. The same is observed for negative
bias. When the tip is above the intermolecular area (Fig. 5.3(a)), two pairs of
transitions are observed. Consequently, there are two pairs of spikes, at ±Us
and at ±Uout and three states of the junction. Actually, we are interested
in the spikes at ±Uout, since at ±Uout, the D2 molecule is expelled from the
junction. We are interested in the bias voltage needed the clean the junction.
For the voltages V < |Uout|, the junction is filled. The spikes at ±Us show
that there is a process, in which the conductance of the junction changes but
D2 remains in the junction. The initial low-bias state ΨL switches to the ΨM
state with different conductance.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Conductance spectra measured (a) between the molecules and
(b) above the molecule. Above the molecule, the junction can be in two
states. Between the molecules a third state of the junction is observed. In
ΨM, D2 is present in the junction. The junction is empty in both cases at
high bias (ΨH).
In Fig. 5.4 a set of the spectra measured along a line that connects the
center of the PTCDA molecule and the middle point between two neighbour-
ing molecules is presented. Only the two types of spectra that were described
above are observed. The spectrum recorded on the border of the molecule
separates spectra of these two types. The large noise level of the border
spectrum reflects the instability of the junction on the edge of the molecule.
The shape of the spectra clearly depends on the point of the surface. Note
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that there are also clear differences between the spectra of the same type.
Figure 5.4: Set of conductance spectra measured along the path marked
with red line. For better view all the spectra are shown with offset. The red
one spectra corresponds to the point where the tip is over the edge of the
molecule. Over the molecule two states of the junction are observed while
between the molecules there are three states.
Above the molecule, the STS spectra show only one transition at ≈ 35−
40 mV, between the state ΨH and the state ΨL. D2 can easily escape from
the junction indicating that D2 sits in a shallow potential well with a low
escape barrier. The conductance spectra measured in between neighbouring
molecules show two transitions and three states of the junction. The state ΨM
arises between the states ΨL and the state ΨH only between the molecules.
In the ΨM state, D2 is still in the junction. The junction state switches to
the new state ΨM at Us = ±35− 50 mV (see below). The escape of D2 from
the junction occurs at Uout. The values of Us do not vary significantly, while
values of Uout vary from 35 mV near the edge of the molecule and to 160 mV in
the middle point between molecules. This can be understood in the following
way: D2 can be pushed into the gap between the molecules, because there is a
room there. But D2 cannot be pushed into the PTCDA because the average
distance between the atoms of neighbouring PTCDA molecules is larger than
the distance between the atoms of the same molecule. The movement of D2
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is restricted by the PTCDA molecules at the sides and, thus, the bias voltage
needed to expel D2 is high between the molecules.
The excitation energy eUout, at which D2 escapes the junction, is plotted
in Fig. 5.5. The x and y denote coordinates of the tip position. The pattern
of the image shows several features. For tip positions above the molecule, the
pattern is reminiscent of the geometrical structure of PTCDA. In particular,
the areas related to the central and to the peripheral C6 rings of PTCDA
are distinguishable. Here the value of eUout is relatively small. eUout is even
smaller above the internal bonds of PTCDA, including C−C bonds (marked
with (f)). The C6 rings at the periphery (marked with (e)) have a bit larger
eUout value than central C6 ring (marked with (d)). This reveals that the
position of D2 above the bonds and the central ring is less stable than the
position above the rings at the periphery.
Figure 5.5: Map of eUout for each (x, y) position of the tip. The characters
(a)-(f) mark the area positions discussed in the main text.
The variation of the eUout values also exhibits a complicated pattern for
intermolecular (x, y) tip positions. There are large voids with three neigh-
bouring molecules, marked with (a) in Fig. 5.5 and the smaller voids with
two neighbouring molecules, marked with (c). Both regions have a common
border that coincides with the location of H−O hydrogen bonds between two
PTCDA molecules (marked with (b)). The maximum energy value of eUout
is observed in the centers of the areas of types (a) and (c). eUout drops sig-
nificantly above the borders (b) between these areas and above the molecule
border.
D2 sits in a 3-dimensional potential well in the junction. This potential
well is the sum of the tip potential and the surface potential. The potential
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created by the tip remains unchanged during the scanning, while the surface
potential varies from point to point on the surface and adds a perturbation
to the initial potential well of the tip. By mapping the excitation energy
along the surface, it is possible to obtain the information related to the local
adsorption potential of the D2 molecules on the surface. It is interesting
to compare obtained information with the adsorption energy for the D2-like
molecules. This will be done in section 5.5. However, before we turn to this
task, we are going to construct bias dependent maps from the spectra of the
present section and discuss the bias dependence of the imaging mechanism
5.4.2 Bias dependence of the STHM contrast
The STS spectra show that an escape of D2 from the junction occurs at
Uout. At the bias V > Uout the junction is empty and at the bias V < Uout the
junction holds a D2 molecule. For different points of the surface switching
occurs at different bias voltages Uout. At some biases both types of contrast,
STM and STHM contrast, should be observed in one image, depending on the
position. Rebuilding the conductance maps at the fixed biases, it is possible
to reconstruct the contrast conversion from STHM to STM. For low bias
voltage, the reconstructed images show the same type of corrugation as the
scan images recorded with the corresponding bias in the constant height
regime. An example of the image taken from [142] and reconstructed image
are in Fig. 5.6). We note in passing that the possibility to reconstruct
STHM images from statically measured spectra rules out a contribution of
any dynamic effects, such as friction or stick-slip, in STHM image formation.
The evolution of the conductance scan images with respect to the bias
voltage applied to the junction is shown in Fig. 5.7. At V = 5 mV the
scan image shows STHM contrast (Fig. 5.7(a)) and at V = 150 mV the
contrast converts completely to the conventional STM contrast (Fig. 5.7(o)).
Figs. 5.7(b)-(n) show the intermediate steps of the contrast conversion from
STHM to STM.
At low bias, the STHM contrast is observed for intra- and intermolecular
areas, D2 is present in the junction for all tip positions (see Figs. 5.7(a)-
(e)). According to the spectra, the transition to the state ΨH happens earlier
above the molecules. The breaking of the STHM contrast starts at the bias of
V ≈ 30 mV at the edges of the molecules and then it propagates towards the
centers of the molecules along the bonds. Sharp lines, that denote chemical
bonds, blur and smooth out. First the central ring is blurred, the peripheral
rings after. In Figs. 5.7(f)-(i) we observe the change of the contrast for the
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Figure 5.6: PTCDA/Au(111), (a) STHM image recorded in the constant
height regime, bias applied to the junction, V = -2 mV, taken from refer-
ence [142]. The backbone structure of PTCDA is superimposed over the
picture. The size of the image is 1.3 nm × 1.3 nm. (b) The image of the
PTCDA/Au(111) reconstructed from the set of the STS spectra discussed in
section 5.4.1 at the bias of V = -2 mV.
peripheral rings. The geometrical structure of the molecules is not visible
anymore starting from the bias V ≈ 50 mV (Fig. 5.7(i)). For the position
above the molecules the junction state is ΨH with no D2 on the tip.
The initial STHM-like contrast between the molecules is retained still at
V ≥ 50 mV. According to the spectra, the junction here switches first into
the state ΨM. Thus, we can conclude that the junction in state ΨM still has
a D2 molecule in it. Between the molecules switching from the STHM to the
STM contrast is observed starting from the bias of V & 70 mV. The blurring
starts to propagate toward the intermolecular area along the hydrogen bonds
(marked with yellow arrow in Fig. 5.7 (k)-(m)). We can see that the areas
with the STHM contrast are separated from the areas with the STM contrast
with borders of increased conductance (see Fig. 5.7(m)-(n)). The areas of
STHM contrast are squeezing to the circular spots (is marked with red arrows
in Fig. 5.7(n)) until they disappear completely at V ≈ 150 mV. For the bias
V & 150 mV the whole image has the STM contrast.
The conductance profiles across the molecule and intermolecular area are
quite different in case of the STM and the STHM contrast. Fig. 5.8 shows
how the conductance profile (marked in Fig. 5.8 left panel with a red arrow)
changes with respect to the bias and how the transformation from the STHM
contrast to the STM contrast occurs. At |V | < 35 mV, the junction is in the
state ΨL and the STHM contrast is observable. The junction is in state ΨL
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Figure 5.7: Slices extracted from the set of the conductance spectra at the
different biases. Each picture shows the conductance map at the distinct
constant bias. (a)-(e) STHM contrast of PTCDA/Ag(111). The geometrical
pattern of the PTCDA molecules is observed. The contrast related to the
hydrogen bonds is observed between the molecules. The junction is in the
state ΨL. (f)-(h) STHM-like contrast, the junction is in state ΨM above the
molecules and ΨH everywhere else. (i)-(n) The junction is in the state ΨH
(empty junction) over the molecules. The STM-like contrast is observed,
what is the sign that the junction is free of D2. For the intermolecular area
the junction is in the state ΨM. The STHM-like contrast is observed. Here
D2 sits in the junction. (k)-(m) The STM contrast is almost everywhere. The
yellow arrows show the hydrogen bonds along which STHM contrast converts
to the STM-like contrast. (n) The STM contrast is almost everywhere. The
red arrows show last spot of the area with STHM contrast. (o) STM-like
contrast of the PTCDA/Au(111).
and shows better sensitivity to the variations in the substrate. It shows an
abrupt jump of the conductance between the tip position above the molecule
and above the intermolecular area. At |V | ≈ 50 − 150 mV the junction
is partially in the state ΨH and in the state ΨM. The areas are separated
by the spikes. The profile at the high bias (|V | > 150 mV) corresponds to
the LDOS. The variation in the conductance values of the profile for STM
contrast is smooth, with no abrupt jumps.
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Figure 5.8: Set of conductance spectra measured along the path (red line).
for V ≤ 35 mV STHM contrast is observed. Junction is in state ΨL, for
35 mV ≤ V ≤ 160 mV mixed contrast is observed. Junction is in state ΨM
and ΨH, for V ≥ 150 mV STM contrast is observed. Junction in state ΨH
is empty. Points related to the same state are highlighted with the similar
colour.
5.5 Reconstruction of the D2-surface poten-
tial
5.5.1 Force-field model
The mapped excitation energy of D2 along the surface gives us the infor-
mation related to the local adsorption potential of the D2-like molecules on
a surface. A force-field simulation was performed to analyse the structure of
the junction and the behaviour of D2 in the junction. D2 sits in the junction
in the potential well that is created by the superposition of the tip and of
the surface potential fields.
Utotal = Us + Ut. (5.1)
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For the known field distribution, it is possible to calculate the work that is
needed to switch the TLS from one state to the other by removing the D2
molecule from the junction. Note, the adopted approach is consistent with
the TLS approaches proposed by Thijssen and by Halbritter et al. [174,178].
The D2 escape out of the junction was treated as a displacement in lateral
direction for at least 2 A˚ from the (x, y)-position of the tip. For this dis-
placement the molecule will be far from the tip and the dominating part of
the tunnelling current will flow directly from the tip to the substrate. This
is reasonable since the size of D2 is 1.4 A˚ [181].
To describe the interaction between the D2 molecule and the tip with the
surface a Morse potential was used. The Morse potential for two interacting
atoms is a sum of two exponential functions.
U(r) = D0(e
−2a(r−r0) − 2e−a(r−r0)), (5.2)
where r0 is a equilibrium distance and D0 is a well depth. The parameter a
is related to the width of the potential well. In this notation zero of energy
is at r → ∞. The first exponential in Eq. 5.2 describes a short-range Pauli
repulsion and the second the long-range attraction.
Figure 5.9: (a) Tip-D2-PTCDA scheme. (b) Morse potential. (c) Angular
coefficient kt(θ).
The potential for the D2 molecule in the junction is calculated by a pair-
wise summation over the Morse potentials between the D2 molecule and all
relevant atoms of the surface (the first term) and the tip (the second term),
Utotal(~R) =
(
surface atoms∑
i
Ua(|~ri − ~R|)
)
+ Ut(|~t− ~R|, θ). (5.3)
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The first term refers to the surface potential, Us(r):
Us(r) =
∑
i
Ua(r), (5.4)
where for each atom the Morse potential is written,
Ua(r) = Da
(
e−2aa(r−ra) − 2e−aa(r−ra)) . (5.5)
The surface was represented as a PTCDA/Au(111) herringbone layer. The
metal substrate was neglected, since its presence adds just a constant attrac-
tive background to the interaction. The size of the D2 molecule was included
through a Morse potential. The structure of D2 molecule was neglected, it
was represented as a spherical particle. Accordingly, the orientation of the
molecule was omitted, but in principle it can be introduced also through the
Morse potential by choosing fitting parameters of D0, a, r0 [165]. For a
qualitative computation these simplification are reasonable.
The parameters of the Morse potential for the D2-PTCDA interaction were
determined from the assumption that the D2 molecule sits in a potential well
above the PTCDA molecule at the same distance as above a graphene layer.
The Morse potential for D2 (H2) above the graphene layer is known from
the literature: rGL = 2.7 A˚, DGL = 85 meV [165, 182]. These parameters
do not depend significantly on the orientation of the D2 (H2) molecule and
on the different D2 (H2) positions above C atoms, the C−C bonds or the
centers of C6 rings. In case of PTCDA layer, the Morse potential for each
atom, Ua, was chosen identical. Ua with values ra = 3.5 A˚, aa = 1 A˚
−1,
Da = 4.5 meV add up to a Morse potential of the layer, Us, with rs = rGL,
Ds = DGL, how it is in case of graphrene layer. The parameter aa was chosen
from the lower limit values used in the literature (1−1.5 A˚) [165, 183, 184].
A potential energy landscape map for a particular z-distance has sharper
contrast for large aa and is blurred and smoothed for small aa. However, the
map pattern remains unchanged. Note that the parameter aa is important
for the longitudinal vibration of the D2, the movement along the current
flow direction, which was not considered in the calculations. For the Morse
potential, the equilibrium distances ra in case of D2 and H2 can be taken
equal [185–187].
The tip was represented as a single atom and was simulated with the
modified Morse potential.
Ut(r, θ) = Dt
(
e−2at(r−rt) − 2e−at(r−rt))× kt(θ). (5.6)
The parameters were chosen considering that the distance between the D2
(H2) and the Ag atom is 1.9 A˚ [179, 188]. The well depth Dt of the Morse
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potential for the tip was chosen 10 − 50% larger than the depth Ds of the
potential well for the surface (Dt = (1.1 − 1.5)×Ds), because D2 prefers to
sit in the potential well near the tip. At the same time the well depth Dt
should be not too large because the STHM experiments show that the D2
molecule can easily jump away from the tip. An additional modification of
the tip Morse potential was an introduction of an angular dependence (see
Fig. 5.9(c)),
kt(θ) = 1− α sin2(θ), where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, (5.7)
where θ is the angle of deviation from the z-direction (z axis is perpendicular
to the surface plane), α is a parameter related to the stiffness of the D2-tip
bond. The angular dependence reflects the fact that the D2 molecule sits
near the tip apex. The parameters at and kt(θ) are related to the spatial
size of the 3D potential well near the apex of the tip, where the D2 molecule
sits. To summarise, the Morse potential of the tip has the initial parameters:
rt = 1.9 A˚, at = 1 A˚
−1, Dt = 112, 5 meV, α = 0.5.
5.5.2 Energy maps
The total potential energy field consists of the superposition of the po-
tential fields generated by the tip and by the PTCDA layer. It is clear that
the proximity and the mutual position of the tip and the surface affect the
shape of the potential well. In particular, potential well depth and the work
needed to expel D2 changes depends on both the tip and the sample.
Putting the tip in a different position above the PTCDA layer we can
calculate a deformation of the potential well (see Fig. 5.10). For every tip
position Emin and its (x, y, z)-position were calculated. The energy needed
to expel D2 out of the junction is ∆E ≃ eUout. We also have evaluated
the vibrational energy ~ω and the number of the levels N in the well. The
number of the levels in the well is needed to evaluate the consistency of our
model.
The calculations were performed for different values of ra, rt, Da, Dt, aa,
at, α. The calculations have shown that if the tip-surface distance is less
than the sum of equilibrium distances of Morse potential for the tip and for
the surface then the map of an excitation energy ∆E is comparable to the
map of eUout obtained from experiment (see below),
lt−s < rs + rt. (5.8)
For such distances lt−s only the short-range repulsion part plays an important
role. The small values of at, aa and α add blur to the images and do not
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Figure 5.10: Scheme of the potential well in the vicinity of the surface. The
tip position is (x,y,z), Emin is the energy value of the potential well, ∆E is
the work needed to move the particle away by 2 A˚, ~ω is the vibrational
energy, N is possible the number of levels in the harmonic potential well.
affect on the image structure. For the contrast shape analysis the ratio
between Da and Dt is important. The values of Da and Dt can be easily
rescaled to match the measured excitation energy.
Fig. 5.11 shows energy maps calculated using the force field model in-
troduced in the previous section. The parameters of the calculation for the
figures in this section are the following: for the tip equilibrium distance is
1.9 A˚ and Dt = 110 meV, for the PTCDA equilibrium distance is 2.7 A˚ and
Ds = 85 meV, the tip-PTCDA distance is 3.75 A˚, α = 0.8.
If only the potential Us(r) is calculated, there are two types of the potential
wells created by PTCDA layer. The first type has the energy Emin,1 =
−85 meV and is located above the center of the PTCDA molecule at the
distance of 2.7 A˚ above the molecules’ plane. This well was used to adjust the
starting parameters for our model. The second type of the potential well is
closer to the PTCDA layer (≈ 2.1 A˚) and is located above the intermolecular
area with three neighbouring PTCDA molecules and has Emin,2 ≈ −160 meV.
However, if we add the tip, the absolute minimum of the potential energy
Utotal(r) will be in the near the tip apex independently from the tip position,
The map of Emin is in Fig. 5.11(a). Let’s look first when the tip is above
the intramolecular area. The potential well for D2 is deeper when the tip
position is above the central C6 ring of PTCDA than above peripheral C6
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rings. This is a consequence of the symmetry of the PTCDA molecule. The
potential created by a single PTCDA molecule has its absolute minimum
above the central C6 ring. But there are also local potential minima above
the peripheral C6 rings. However, the well depth here is not deep, since the
contribution from the far atoms of the same PTCDA molecule is significantly
less. The neighbouring PTCDA molecules are even further away and add
almost no contribution.
Figure 5.11: (a) The map of energy values of the potential well bottom,
Emin, for every tip position. (b) The work ∆E needed to move the particle
away by 2 A˚. (c) vibrational energy ~ω. (d) An approximate number of levels
N in the well. The x and y axes denote the lateral (x, y) position of the tip.
The work ∆E needed to expel D2 from the junction (excitation energy
for transition ΨL → ΨH) is shown in Fig. 5.11(b). This plot is based on the
potential Utotal(r). When the tip is above the molecule ∆E is relative low,
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because the D2 molecule is squeezed in the junction in a shallow potential well
and can easily move sideways. When the tip is above the intermolecular area,
the tip pushes D2 into the layer. D2 sits in a deep potential well. Therefore,
D2 movement is restricted. The work needed to expel D2 out of the junction
will be up to 4 times larger than when the tip is above the molecule. The
least stable positions of D2 are when the tip is above the edge of the PTCDA
molecule.
Figure 5.12: (a) Excitation energy of D2 out of the junction obtained from
the calculations Fig. 5.11. (b) Excitation energy of D2 out of the junction
obtained from the experiment.
The excitation of D2 out of the junction is due to the D2 oscillations in
the junction. Thijssen [178] and Halbritter [174] associate the escape with
the excitation of the transversal mode of D2 oscillation in the junction where
D2 oscillates perpendicular to the current flow direction [174, 178, 179]. To
estimate vibrational frequencies and the number of levels in the well, we
approximate the potential energy with a 2D harmonic well in (x, y)-plane
around the point of Emin. Fig. 5.11(c) and (d) show the vibrational energy
~ω and the number of levels in the potential well. The harmonic well is good
only to estimate the ground state. The vibrational energy varies from 18 to
29 meV what is in agreement with 29 meV reported in the literature [179].
For tip position above the molecule, there are one or two vibrational states.
Between the molecules the number of levels can rise up to 4 for the deepest
potential wells.
The number of the states does not vary significantly for the different com-
putational parameters (ra, rt, Da, Dt, aa, at, α). The calculations show
reasonable numbers of the states in the well. Comparing with experiment,
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there should be 1 or 2 states in the potential well. Note that, for the higher
states, the harmonic approximation is not adequate and can give incorrect
values because the real shape of the potential wells will be anharmonic. The
levels in an arbitrary anharmonic potential, however, cannot be easily calcu-
lated. The excitation energies obtained from the calculations are consistent
with the numbers observed in the experiment (see Fig. 5.12).
The calculated excitation energy ∆E for the transition ΨL → ΨH (Fig.
5.11(b) and 5.12(a)) shows the same order of magnitude and has a very
similar spatial pattern as observed in experiment (eUout Fig. 5.12(b)). The
energy needed to expel D2 is ∆E ∼ 100 meV if the tip is positioned above
the intermolecular area. The tip position close to the PTCDA edge decreases
the stability of the junction and D2 can easily move away (∆E ∼ 30 meV).
5.5.3 Displacement of D2 in the junction
In Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 we plotted characteristic parameters of the poten-
tial energy landscape of a tip-suspended D2 molecule: binding energy Emin,
work ∆E required to move the particle 2 A˚ away from the tip ( excitation
energy for transition ΨL → ΨH ), vibrational energy ~ω and number N of
vibrational levels. The x and y coordinates in the maps are the lateral
coordinates of the tip position. However, it is clear that due to deviation
of the potential energy landscape from two-, three-, four-, six-fold or even
cylindrical symmetry the actual position of the D2 molecule can actually be
more away from the tip position despite of the restoring forces included into
the tip-D2 Morse potential. In this section we analyse the lateral and vertical
position of the D2 molecule relative to the tip for all lateral tip positions, as
these parameters will influence the tunnelling current through the junction.
The equilibrium position of the D2 molecule can be described with the
following parameters: a lateral shift d, a D2-PTCDA surface distance Z, a
tip-D2 distance R (see Fig. 5.13). The values of these parameters for different
tip position are shown in Fig. 5.14 The tip-PTCDA surface distance can be
expressed with these parameters as
lt−s = R cos θ + Z, (5.9)
with the tilting angle θ given by
sin(θ) =
d
R
. (5.10)
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Figure 5.13: (a) Schematic picture of unperturbed position D2 on the tip. r0
is the position of D2 in the potential field Ut of the tip. (b) D2 displacement
on the tip in the vicinity of the surface. R is a position of energy minimum
of Utotal. Z is a distance to the surface. d is a lateral shift of Emin from the
tip (x, y) position.
The lateral shift d (see Fig. 5.14(b)) shows that the maximum value is
observed for tip positions above the borders of the PTCDA molecules, where
D2 feels the repulsive forces from the atoms mainly from one side, and above
the atoms and bonds where the repulsion rises faster, according to the Morse
potential.
The direction of the lateral shift of equilibrium position of the D2 molecule
with respect to the tip position is shown in Fig. 5.15(a) with small blue
arrows. The figure has clear tile pattern where the tile borders are plotted
with white lines. Arrows on opposite sides of the border point in the opposite
directions. When the tip is above the tile, the force acting on the D2 molecule
directs it to the center of the tile. The positions of the tile edges are in a
good agreement with the positions of the intramolecular and intermolecular
bonds. The tile vertexes coincide with the positions of the atoms of the
PTCDA molecules in the layer. The histogram of D2 position distribution
(Fig. 5.15(b)) allows us to come to the same conclusions. This tells that
D2-sensor is sensitive to the hydrogen bonds as was proposed before [142].
However, there are complicated situations when two bonds are located
close to each other. In this case we do not see an additional tile between
them. There is only one border that is shifted towards the shorter bond.
For the two bonds of length 1.9 A˚ and 2.2 A˚ (marked with yellow arrows in
Figs. 5.15(a) and 5.16), the tile border is near the bond with the length of
1.9 A˚. The closer two atoms are located the stronger is repulsion. Therefore
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Figure 5.14: (a) z-position of the energy minima. (b) Magnitude of lateral
shift of the energy minima from the tip position (x, y). (c) Distance between
the PTCDA layer and D2 molecule. z, R, D are depicted in Fig. 5.13.
above the shorter bond the repulsion grows faster than above the longer
bond. This effect is observable in experiment and in calculations. That is
why the border is shifted away from the longer bond.
In case of PTCDA/Au(111) for the intermolecular area the edges of the
tiles coincide with the hydrogen bonds between the neighbouring molecules.
PTCDA molecules form “herringbone” structure that is very close to the
[102] plane of the bulk structure of the PTCDA crystal. This shape is due
to the stronger intermolecular interaction than the interaction with the Au
substrate. Intermolecular interactions are represented by hydrogen bonds
between the neighbouring PTCDA molecules. For “herringbone” structure
they are shorter than any other intermolecular bonds and distances.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Tiled structure of the map. White lines denote the borders
between the tiles. Small blue arrows show the directions of the lateral shift of
the position of Emin. The magnitude of the arrow is shown in proportionality
with a displacement. The backbone structure (red) of PTCDA is superim-
posed over the picture. Hydrogen bonds are plotted with black dotted lines.
(b) Histogram of the positions of D2 attached to the STM tip during the
scanning. N shows how many times D2 is in a position (x, y).
Figure 5.16: Scheme of PTCDA/Au(111) “herringbone” phase with marked
distances.
The parameter R, the tip-D2 distance, depends on how dense atoms of
PTCDA are under the tip (see Fig. 5.14(c)). If the density of the atoms is
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small (as in case of the intermolecular area) then the net force acting on the
D2 molecule is also small and the R value varies hardly from its unperturbed
value r0 = 1.9 A˚. D2 is pushed by the tip into the PTCDA layer. Above the
borders of PTCDA, where d value is large, R value changes only slightly, since
D2 moves circumferentially around the tip apex and try to keep the same tip-
D2 distance. A big change of the value R are observed above the areas with
high density of the atoms, where the lateral movement is restricted (above
the molecules, but not above the edge of the molecule). Generally speaking,
D2 sits in an imaginary pyramid with base vertexes in surface atoms and top
in the atom of the tip apex. D2 turns to be squeezed between a tile formed
by atoms from below and the atom of the tip from above. The force acting
on D2 moves it downwards and to the center of the pyramid base. The larger
the pyramid base is, the stronger D2 is pushed toward the base and the less
the R varies. This is very well observed in case of the tiles belong to the
intermolecular area.
Figure 5.17: Distribution of the value w(R) derived from tip-surface dis-
tance. The structure of intermolecular part of the image is identical to the
intermolecular structure of the STHM scan image.
Remarkably, for such configuration the image of the value
w(R) =
exp(−R)
exp(−r0) (5.11)
will resemble and coincide with the STHM-like contrast of the intermolecular
area in the STHM experiments (see Fig. 5.17). This quantity shows large
values of the conductance above the molecules and above some intermolecu-
lars tiles. w(R) is normalized to the value of the D2 position r0 and follows
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the rule how tip’s LDOS changes with distance. Using for w(R) the same
logic that was described above, we will obtain that the magnitude of w(R) is
small for the large tiles (mark (b) in Fig. 5.17), and large for the small tiles
(mark (a) and (c) in Fig. 5.17) and the molecules. Abrupt borders are due
to the strong repulsion from the bonds and large shift of the D2 molecule
to the center of one of the tile. Such w(R) behaviour for the intermolecu-
lar area is clearly observed for a wide range of the computation parameters.
In case of the intramolecular areas w(R) cannot be clearly linked to the
STHM contrast. The variation of w(R) over the molecule is weak and does
not show clear profile. The corrugation pattern depends on the parameters
of the calculation. The parameter Z also does not show visual picture for
the intermolecular structure in case of the STHM contrast. Unfortunately,
the current model cannot give an answer how the intramolecular contrast is
formed.
5.5.4 PTCDA/Ag(110)
STHM is capable to image local, noncovalent intermolecular interactions,
such as hydrogen bonds, in two-dimensional molecular layers [142]. In the
STHM pattern of the PTCDA/Au(111) layer, a remarkable coincidence is
observed between the lines that connect oxygen atoms on one molecule to
adjacent hydrogen atoms on neighbouring molecules and the positions at
which hydrogen bonds are expected. The proposed in section 5.5.1 model
imply that lines are actually related to the shortest connections between
atoms of neighbouring molecules. In case of PTCDA/Au(111) the shortest
connections between neighbouring PTCDA molecules coincide,in fact, with
the O−H bonds (see Fig. 5.16). But, in general case, this can be not true.
We want to propose that for STHM experiments with PTCDA/Ag(110)
O−H bonds should not be observed. PTCDA/Ag(110) adsorbs flat [28] on
Ag(110) in the “brickwall” commensurate phase [189] where molecules are
facing each other with anhydride groups. The unit cell contains only one
PTCDA molecule. A configuration of this phase is due to the strong interac-
tion with substrate. PTCDA molecules are oriented on substrate perpendic-
ular to the Au rows and then assemble into islands forming hydrogen bonds
(see Fig. 5.18 marked with orange). There are two types of O−H bonds with
lengths of 3.3 A˚ and 2.7 A˚. But the shortest connection is actually H−H that
is 2.3 A˚ (see Fig. 5.18 marked with blue line). According to the proposed
model, in place of the H−H connection position we should observe a line in
the STHM contrast.
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Figure 5.18: Scheme of the PTCDA “brickwall” phase on Ag(110). Hydrogen
bonds are marked with orange dotted line. Blue dotted lines are expected in
STHM contrast.
Unfortunately, there is no direct experiments with H2 or D2 to prove
the statement. But based on the discussion in chapter 3 the intermolecular
contrast in case of D2 (H2) and in case of Xe should coincide. This has
been shown for PTCDA/Au(111), and it is expected to be true also for
PTCDA/Ag(110). Fig. 5.19 shows STHM-like contrast of PTCDA/Ag(110)
obtained with STM tip decorated with Xe atom. A scan image is recorded
in the constant height regime with tunnelling parameters I = 1.0 nA and
V = −10 mV. The scan image coincide with a scan shown in Fig. 1(h)-(j)
in [80]. In case of Xe three lines are observed between the neighbouring
PTCDA molecules. As the model predicts, the bright central line coincides
with the H−H connection. Additional sidelines are not very well observed.
5.6 Conclusions
The experiment has shown that the voltage-dependent conductance spec-
tra, recorded with a tip decorated with D2 (H2), depend strongly on the tip
position above the surface. The spectra show spike-like features that denote
excitation of D2 (H2) out of the junction. Measuring spectra in many points
over the surface and taking slices at particular bias it is possible to reconstruct
the conductance scan images for the same bias. The analyses of these scans
have shown laterally inhomogeneous transformation of the STHM contrast
into the STM contrast. For some positions D2 (H2) is restricted to move and
therefore the STHM contrast survives longer. The possibility to reconstruct
STHM images from statically measured spectra rules out dynamic effects,
such as friction or stick-slip, in STHM image formation.
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Figure 5.19: (a) PTCDA/Ag(110), STHM-like contrast obtained with Xe
decorated tip in the constant height regime. (b) PTCDA/Ag(110), STHM-
like contrast. Enhanced contrast for better view of intermolecular contrast
structure.
The state of the junction depends on the position of the tip and on the bias
applied to the junction. The transition between the states happens when the
D2 (H2) is excited out of the junction by an inelastically tunnelling electron.
For high bias, the junction is empty and have one state. And it can be one
or two low-bias states where D2 (H2) sits in the junction. The reconstructed
constant height images show that for all states with D2 (H2) in the junction,
the STHM contrast is observed. The condition of D2 (H2) does not affect
the STHM contrast.
The TLS concept was applied to the junction states. Junction TLS was
used to probe the surface. Moving the tip in the constant height regime
above the surface and mapping the energy of the excitation of the D2 (H2)
out of the junction we have obtained the information that is related to the
adsorption energy of the D2-like molecules. To simulate the process of the
D2 excitation out of the junction, a force-field model was introduced. The
excitation energy obtained in calculations was found to be in a good agree-
ment with the experiment results. Furthermore, under the proposed model
the analysis of the displacement of D2 on the tip shows a correlation between
the intermolecular STHM contrast and the D2-tip distance. The model pre-
dicts that the lines, observed in the experiment and connect the molecules,
are related, actually, to the shortest line segments with endpoints in the
atoms of the adjacent molecules. And, in the general case, it is not necessary
that these line segments coincide with the intermolecular bonds what was
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proposed earlier. This force-field model despite its simplicity gives interest-
ing and important results that allow us to understand the formation of the
STHM contrast better.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook
Direct imaging of the inner structure of molecules has always been the
challenge for the surface science. Scanning probe methods with decorated tips
show that they are a powerful instrument for surface studies. An application
of complex probes like a tip with an attached single molecule or a single
atom allows to get an image of the surface with atomic precision. Due to
the new physics involved in the tip surface interaction new details about the
surface properties can be obtained. The decorated STM tips can be sensitive
to the structure of the substrate, what means it could be used to describe
the geometrical structure of the molecules and what can be useful for the
chemical and physical characterisation of the molecules.
6.1 Main results of the work
In the first part of the thesis it was reported that the individual Xe atom
or the single CO or CH4 molecule adsorbed on the STM tip apex create a mi-
croscopic single particle sensor that simultaneously performs the function of
an atomic-scale force sensor and a signal transducer, which couples the short-
range force acting on the tip to the tunnelling conductance of the junction
Experiments with new gases have shown unambiguously that a single particle
plays role for structural contrast formation. Single molecule sensors demon-
strate geometrical resolution of the surface similar to the STHM resolution
that was achieved previously with hydrogen or deuterium. The mechanism
of the submolecular geometrical contrast resolution does not depend on the
details of the sensor particle or its interaction with a tip what points out
that it should be a general physical phenomenon. The single particle sen-
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sors can be characterized with a sensitivity range, which shows how deep the
sensor can probe the surface beneath them. This characteristic is important
because it helps to choose the proper sensor to study the particular surface.
In the second part of the thesis, it was reported that the structural con-
trast of the surface can be obtained simultaneously in the conductance and
the force channels. The particle decorating the tip simultaneously performs
the function of the atomic-scale force sensor and the transducer which cou-
ples the short-range force acting on the tip to the tunnelling conductance
of the junction. The coupling between the force and the conductance was
observed and discussed. On the basis of the experimental data, two distinct
coupling regimes are identified. In the first regime, the coupling show linear
dependence and the force sensor-transducer function can be calibrated quan-
titatively. In the second regime, the coupling has an irregular complicated
character, which depends on the shape of the tip.
In the third part of the thesis the voltage-dependent conductance spectra
recorded with the STM tip decorated with D2 have been discussed. The
experiment performed on the “herringbone” phase of PTCDA/Au(111) has
shown that the STM junction can switch between different states, owing to
the excitation of the D2 molecule out of the junction by inelastically tun-
nelling electrons. Due to this property, the STM junction was considered as
a TLS that can be used to probe the surface. The variation of the energy
needed to expel D2 from the junction is related to the geometrical structure
of the surface and hold the information about the excitation energy of D2
from the surface. The excitation energy calculated using a force-field model
was found to be in a good agreement with the experiment results. The anal-
ysis of the displacement of D2 on the tip have shown a correlation between
the STHM contrast of the intermolecular area of the PTCDA layer and the
variation of the D2-tip distance. According to the model, the lines between
the molecules are related to the shortest connections between the atoms of
the adjacent molecules. And, in the general case, this line can not coincide
with the intermolecular bonds as it was proposed earlier.
6.2 Future development
The imaging of the surface with the tip gives the information about the
processes occur on the surfaces. Such methods will be important for study the
chemical reactions on the surfaces and a single molecule chemistry. It makes
possible to see how reactions proceed on surfaces and define products by
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scanning the surface with the tip. There are some reported examples obtained
with NC-AFM where the functionalized tip was used to define the structure of
the unknown molecules [79] or to study the single molecule chemical reaction
[190]. In such a case an application of the STM with a functionalized tip can
give solutions of such a kind of the problems with much less effort.
All the main experiments have been performed with PTCDA molecules.
The layer of PTCDA has complicated structure that depends on the surface.
Experiments with PTCDA have shown that it is possible to use STM tip for
chemical characterization of the surface. The numerical calculations for the
PTCDA are quite complicated. Nevertheless, simple models of the compli-
cated objects give a good result. For further study it is necessary to switch to
the simple objects that are very well investigated and more precise models.
Simple objects can be calculated with much less effort and gives more pro-
found understanding of the physical phenomena, which plays here the role.
A couple of steps were made in this direction. The STM tip decorated with
CO and with Xe molecule was used to obtain scans of the layers of xenon and
sodium chloride. For these simple objects, an interesting and sophisticated
contrast corrugation of the image was observed. It was found that the con-
trast shape strongly depends on the tip-surface distance. A layer of xenon or
sodium chloride can be calculated with the modern tools to get results which
can make a big contribution of the understanding of the STHM-like geo-
metrical contrast formation. This knowledge opens new horizons in surface
science and gives understanding for the further application of functionalized
tips.
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Appendix
Program code
Program code listing of the routine to calculate potential energy for tip-
surface system for chapter 5. Code is written for Octave/MATLAB.
1 # Plot the U_total field distribution
# Routine for calculating Morse potential for PTCDA layer and the tip
# Routine for calculation the displacement of the D2 position
# prepare the memory for calculations
6 close all;
clc;
clear all
###################################################################
11 # function description part
###################################################################
function [areax, areay, areaz] = prepare_space(z)
# describe the area of interest for calculation
16 # define the center of area
areaCenterCoord = [0,-8.5];
# define width and length of the area
areaSize = [1,1]*20;
# define starting z-distance above the PTCDA layer
21 areaHborder = [0.1,z];
areaBorderPos = 1/2*[areaSize’,areaSize’]*diag([-1,1])+\
[areaCenterCoord’ , areaCenterCoord’];
# number of grid points
x_points = 101;
26 y_points = 101;
z_points = 101;
listx = linspace(areaBorderPos(1), areaBorderPos(3),x_points);
listy = linspace(areaBorderPos(2), areaBorderPos(4),y_points);
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31 listz = linspace(areaHborder(1), areaHborder(2),z_points);
[areax, areay, areaz] = meshgrid(listx, listy, listz);
endfunction
# STM tip is implemented as single atom with a charge on it
36 # charge part is not used for calculations
function [charges, qQ] = create_tip(x,y,z)
charges = [x, y, z]; # coordinates of charge [x, y, z]
qQ = [0]; # values of charges in colon (is not used)
endfunction
41
# create layer of PTCDA
# mol_num - order of further neighbour
# Prepare to read the file PTCDA_HB.hin with description of
# the unit cell of PTCDA/Au(111)
46 function [charges, qQ] = create_PTCDA_hb_layer(mol_num)
fid = fopen("PTCDA_HB.hin");
rrline = fgets(fid); rrline = fgets(fid); rrline = fgets(fid);
# load atom position of two molecules of one unit cell from the file
51 for molnum = 1:2,
rrline = fgets(fid); rrline = fgets(fid);
for ii = 1:38,
rrline = fgets(fid);
ns = findstr(’ ’,rrline);
56 for i3 = 6:9,
met(ii+(molnum-1)*38,i3-5) = \
str2num( rrline( [ns(i3)+1 : ns(i3+1)-1] ) );
end;
end;
61 end
# read and load translation vectors
rrline = fgets(fid);rrline = fgets(fid);rrline = fgets(fid);
ns = findstr(’ ’,rrline);
rv = diag(ones(6));
66 ii = 1;
for i3 = 1:2,
rv(ii) = str2num( rrline( [ns(i3)+1 : ns(i3+1)-1] ) );
ii = ii+1;
end
71 rrline = fgets(fid);
ns = findstr(’ ’,rrline);
for i3 = 1:2,
rv(ii) = str2num( rrline( [ns(i3)+1 : ns(i3+1)-1] ) );
ii = ii+1;
76 end;
rrline = fgets(fid);
ns = findstr(’ ’,rrline);
for i3 = 1:2,
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rv(ii) = str2num( rrline( [ns(i3)+1 : ns(i3+1)-1] ) );
81 ii = ii+1;
end;
fclose(fid);
shiftVec = [rv(3)-rv(1), rv(4)-rv(2) ; \
rv(5)-rv(1), rv(6)-rv(2) ]’*1;
86 qQNa = [];
chargesNa = [];
cellNum = mol_num;
# create a layer of PTCDA consisted of (2*cellNum+1)*(2*cellNum+1) unit cells
91 for ii = -cellNum:cellNum,
for jj = -cellNum:cellNum,
aaa = [met(:,2:3)+\
[(shiftVec*[ii;jj])(1)*ones(size(met)(1),1), \
(shiftVec*[ii;jj])(2)*ones(size(met)(1),1)], \
96 met(:,4)];
qQNa = [qQNa, met(:,1)’];
chargesNa = [chargesNa; aaa];
end
end
101 qQ = qQNa;
charges = chargesNa;
endfunction
# calculate Pauli repulsion potential and gradient for every point
106 # of the grid for PTCDA layer
function [U, Ex, Ey, Ez] = \
potential_Pauli_artificial(r, chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz )
r = r;
D = 1;
111 dist = 3.5;
aa = 2;
# 4.5 coefficient to convert to meV
dd = D*exp(aa*dist) * 4.5;
U = dd.*exp(-aa.*r) ;
116 Ex = -aa .* U .* chargeRx ./r;
Ey = -aa .* U .* chargeRy ./r;
Ez = -aa .* U .* chargeRz ./r;
endfunction
121 # calculate chemical potential and gradient for every
# point of the grid for PTCDA layer
function [U, Ex, Ey, Ez ] = \
potential_chem_artificial(r, chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz )
r = r;
126 D = 1;
dist = 3.5;
aa = 1;
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# 4.5 coefficient to convert to meV
dd = -2*D*exp(aa*dist) * 4.5;
131 U = dd.*exp(-aa.*r) ;
Ex = -aa .* U .* chargeRx ./r;
Ey = -aa .* U .* chargeRy ./r;
Ez = -aa .* U .* chargeRz ./r;
endfunction
136
# calculate Pauli repulsion potential and gradient for every point
# of the grid for the tip
function [U, Ex, Ey, Ez] = \
potential_Pauli_artificial_tip(r, chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz )
141 r = r;
D = 25;
dist = 1.9;
aa = 2;
# 4.5 coefficient to convert to meV
146 dd = D*exp(aa*dist)* 4.5;
U = dd.*exp(-aa.*r) ;
Ex = -aa .* U .* chargeRx ./r;
Ey = -aa .* U .* chargeRy ./r;
Ez = -aa .* U .* chargeRz ./r;
151 endfunction
# calculate chemical potential and gradient for every point
# of the grid for the tip
function [U, Ex, Ey, Ez ] = \
156 potential_chem_artificial_tip(r, chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz )
r = r;
D = 25;
dist = 1.9;
aa = 1;
161 # 4.5 coefficient to convert to meV
dd = -2*D*exp(aa*dist)* 4.5;
U = dd.*exp(-aa.*r) ;
Ex = -aa .* U .* chargeRx ./r;
Ey = -aa .* U .* chargeRy ./r;
166 Ez = -aa .* U .* chargeRz ./r;
endfunction
# calculate 1/z values for every point of volume of interest
function [chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz ] = \
171 uniform_relation(areaz,qCoord)
chargeRx = - qCoord(1);
chargeRy = - qCoord(2);
chargeRz = areaz - qCoord(3);
endfunction
176
# calculate 1/r, where r = (x,y,z)
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function [chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz ] = \
spherical_relation(areax, areay, areaz, qCoord)
chargeRx = areax - qCoord(1);
181 chargeRy = areay - qCoord(2);
chargeRz = areaz - qCoord(3);
endfunction
# calculate angular coefficient for the tip field calculation
186 function [out] = getAngleCoeff(areax, areay, areaz, qCoord)
chargeRx = areax - qCoord(1);
chargeRy = areay - qCoord(2);
chargeRz = areaz - qCoord(3);
rs = component2abs(chargeRx, chargeRy, 0);
191 r = component2abs(chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz);
# kd - coefficient of variation, shows how stable is the position under the tip
kd = 0.5;
out = (1-kd*(rs./r).^2);
endfunction
196
# calculate potentials and fields created by PTCDA layer
function [U, Ex, Ey, Ez ] = \
potentials2(areax,areay,areaz, chargesPosition, qQValue)
# prepare initial grid
201 U_pauli = zeros([size(areax)]);
U_chem = zeros([size(areax)]);
U_vdw = zeros([size(areax)]);
U_el = zeros([size(areax)]);
Ex = zeros([size(areax)]);
206 Ey = zeros([size(areax)]);
Ez = zeros([size(areax)]);
# fill grid with values
for ii = 1:(size(qQValue)(2))
[chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz ] = \
211 spherical_relation(areax, areay, areaz, chargesPosition(ii,:));
r = component2abs(chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz);
[U1, Ex1, Ey1, Ez1] = \
potential_Pauli_artificial(r, chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz) ;
216 [U2, Ex2, Ey2, Ez2] = \
potential_chem_artificial( r, chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz) ;
[U3, Ex3, Ey3, Ez3] = \
potential_vdW( r, chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz) ;
221 U_pauli = U_pauli + U1 ;
U_chem = U_chem + U2 ;
U_vdw = U_vdw + U3; # is not used
Ex = Ex + Ex1 + Ex2 + Ex3; # is not used
226 Ey = Ey + Ey1 + Ey2 + Ey3;
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Ez = Ez + Ez1 + Ez2 + Ez3;
end
# return values
U.pauli = U_pauli;
231 U.chem = U_chem;
U.vdw = U_vdw ;
endfunction
# calculate potentials and fields created by the tip
236 function [U, Ex, Ey, Ez ] = \
potentialsTip(areax,areay,areaz,chargesPosition,qQValue)
# prepare initial grid
U_pauli = zeros([size(areax)]);
U_chem = zeros([size(areax)]);
241 U_vdw = zeros([size(areax)]);
U_el = zeros([size(areax)]);
Ex = zeros([size(areax)]);
Ey = zeros([size(areax)]);
Ez = zeros([size(areax)]);
246 qQValue = zeros([size(areax)]);
# calculate potential for every point of the grid
for ii = 1:(size(qQValue)(2))
angleCoeff = \
251 getAngleCoeff(areax, areay, areaz, chargesPosition(ii,:));
[chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz ] = \
spherical_relation(areax, areay, areaz, chargesPosition(ii,:));
r = component2abs(chargeRx, chargeRy, chargeRz);
256
[U1, Ex1, Ey1, Ez1] = potential_Pauli_artificial_tip(r,0,0,0) ;
[U2, Ex2, Ey2, Ez2] = potential_chem_artificial_tip(r,0,0,0) ;
U_pauli = U_pauli + U1 ;
U_chem = U_chem + U2 ;
261
end
# return values
U.pauli = U_pauli;
U.chem = U_chem;
266 U.vdw = U_vdw ;
U.angCoef = angleCoeff;
endfunction
271 # convert components to distance and to projection
function val = component2abs(x, y, z)
if (z!=0),
val = sqrt(x.*x + y.*y + z.*z);
else,
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276 val = sqrt(x.*x + y.*y);
end;
endfunction
# calculate index from coordinate
281 function [m,n] = coord2index(x,y, areax, areay)
[xs,ys, zs] = size(areax);
m = floor((xs-1)/(areax(1,end,1)-areax(1,1,1))*(x-areax(1,1,1))+1);
n = floor((ys-1)/(areay(end,1,1)-areay(1,1,1))*(y-areay(1,1,1))+1);
endfunction
286
# calculate step between grid points in x,y,z directions
function [stepx, stepy, stepz] = getSteps(areax, areay, areaz)
stepx = areax(2,2,2) - areax(2,1,2);
stepy = areay(2,2,2) - areay(1,2,2);
291 stepz = areaz(2,2,2) - areaz(2,2,1);
endfunction
# find energy needed to shift D2 for particular distance
# and coordinate of the point
296 function [Point]=getFringeEnergy2D(x,y,zmap,myXTipPos,\
myYTipPos,radius)
# debug flag
debugflag = 0;
# iteration step in energy
301 energy_step = 0.1;
# initial parameters for
Point.En = NA;
Point.x = myXTipPos;
Point.y = myYTipPos;
306 # get index from point coordination
x_index = floor((myXTipPos-x(1))/(x(end)-x(1))*(length(x)-1)+1);
y_index = floor((myYTipPos-y(1))/(y(end)-y(1))*(length(y)-1)+1);
xmin_index = max ( floor( ( (myXTipPos - radius) - x(1)) \
311 / (x(end)-x(1)) * (length(x)-1) +1),1);
xmax_index = min ( floor( ( (myXTipPos + radius) - x(1)) \
/ (x(end)-x(1)) * (length(x)-1) +1),length(x));
ymin_index = max ( floor( ( (myYTipPos - radius) - y(1)) \
316 / (y(end)-y(1)) * (length(y)-1) +1),1);
ymax_index = min ( floor( ( (myYTipPos + radius) - y(1)) \
/ (y(end)-y(1)) * (length(y)-1) +1),length(y));
z_cur = zmap(ymin_index:ymax_index, xmin_index:xmax_index);
321 Energy_min_near_tip = min(min(z_cur));
[y_energy_min_index, x_energy_min_index] = ind2sub([length(y), \
length(x)], find( zmap == Energy_min_near_tip));
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# esli eto real min it will not move
326 x_area_cur_min = max(x_energy_min_index-3,1);
x_area_cur_max = min(x_energy_min_index+3, length(x));
y_area_cur_min = max(y_energy_min_index-3, 1);
y_area_cur_max = min(y_energy_min_index+3, length(y));
331 z_cur = zmap(y_area_cur_min:y_area_cur_max, \
x_area_cur_min:x_area_cur_max);
# find potential minimum value near for tip position
Energy_min_near_tip_pr = min(min(z_cur));
336 [y_energy_min_index_pr, x_energy_min_index_pr] = \
ind2sub([length(y), length(x)], \
find( zmap == Energy_min_near_tip_pr));
# find potential value for tip position
Energy_under_tip = zmap(y_index, x_index);
341 area_flag = 0*ones(length(y), length(x));
[yy0, xx0] = ind2sub([length(y), length(x)], \
find(zmap < Energy_min_near_tip_pr));
# length(xx0)
346 for ii = 1:length(yy0)
area_flag( yy0(ii), xx0(ii) ) = -1;
end
# Main routine for findings points that are located at certain distance
351 # with minimal work needed to move it there. start from E_min and then
# increasing energy check what points we can reach. Stop if the points is
# at the distance of interest otherwise continue searching.
if ( ((x(x_energy_min_index_pr) - x(x_index))^2 + \
(y(y_energy_min_index_pr) - y(y_index))^2) < radius^2)
356
area_flag(y_energy_min_index_pr, x_energy_min_index_pr) = 1;
flag = 1;
iiE = 0;
361 while(flag)
flag = 0;
iiE = iiE+1;
energy_next_1 = Energy_min_near_tip_pr+energy_step*(iiE-1);
energy_next_2 = Energy_min_near_tip_pr+energy_step*iiE;
366 if (energy_next_2<0)
flag = 1;
end
out = zmap;
371 out( out > energy_next_2 ) = NA;
out( out <= energy_next_1 ) = NA;
[yy, xx] = ind2sub([length(y),length(x)], find(!isna(out)));
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xx = [xx; xx0];
yy = [yy; yy0];
376 flag2 = 1;
# add points with new, a bit higher, energy to the sequence
while(flag2)
flag2 = 0 ;
# for each point add neighbour points to sequence
381 for ii = 1:length(xx)
area = [];
for ix = -1:1,
for iy = -1:1,
# check if point is not out of range of calculated area
386 if( xx(ii)+ix!=0 &&\
yy(ii)+iy!=0 &&\
xx(ii)+ix!= length(x) + 1 &&\
yy(ii)+iy!= length(y) + 1 \
)
391 area = [area, area_flag(yy(ii)+iy, xx(ii)+ix)];
end
end
end
# for each point in sequence calculate if it is fulfil selection rule
396 if (max(area) == 1)
area_flag( yy(ii), xx(ii) ) = 1;
dx = x(xx(ii)) - x(x_index);
dy = y(yy(ii)) - y(y_index);
point_tip_dist = sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy);
401 # stop if point is less than critical distance of radius
if (point_tip_dist <radius)
if ii == 1
refr = 2:length(xx);
elseif ii == length(xx)
406 refr = 1:length(xx)-1;
else
refr = [1:(ii-1),(ii+1):length(xx)];
end
xx = xx(refr);
411 yy = yy(refr);
flag2 = 1;
break
end
flag = 0;
416 energy2excite = zmap(yy(ii), xx(ii) )
Point.En = energy2excite;
Point.x = x(xx(ii));
Point.y = y(yy(ii));
break
421 end
end
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end
# fill rest of yy loop with 0
426 for ii = 1:length(xx)
area_flag( yy(ii), xx(ii) ) = -1;
end
xx0 = xx;
yy0 = yy;
431
if (debugflag ==1)
figure
surf(area_flag)
xlabel(’x’);
436 end
end
else
energy2excite = 0;
441 end
endfunction
###################################################################
446 # Function main()
###################################################################
function main(Param)
# preparation procedures
451
# set current position of the tip
tipHightPosition = Param.h;
tipx = Param.x;
tipy = Param.y;
456
# prepare global values that should be calculated once
ifsave = 0; # flag if we need to save value
cutoff = 0.1; # cutoff in z distance to reduce calculating area
global U; # energy potential value
461 global Ex; # energy potential gradient value
global Ey;
global Ez;
global chargesPosition; # position of atoms of PCTDA
global qQValue; # charge values of atoms of PTCDA
466
# allocate volume of interest and create grid for it
[areax, areay, areaz] = prepare_space(tipHightPosition-cutoff);
[stepx, stepy, stepz] = getSteps(areax, areay, areaz);
[xN, yN, zN] = size(areax);
471 zmin = areaz(1);
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zmax = areaz(end);
# reload unchanged parameters instead of calculate them again
if(size(U)(2)==0)
476 # create PTCDA layer and buld potential distribution for it
[chargesPosition, qQValue] = create_PTCDA_hb_layer(2);
[U, Ex, Ey, Ez] = \
potentials2(areax, areay, areaz, chargesPosition, qQValue);
end
481
# preview the molecule
if(1)
figure;
plot(chargesPosition(:,1), chargesPosition(:,2),’o’)
486 hold on;
title("PTCDA sketch");
axis equal;
end
491 # calculate potential for tip
# create tip
[chargesPosition1, qQValue1] = \
create_tip(tipx, tipy, tipHightPosition);
496 # calculate potential energy created by tip
[U1, Ex1, Ey1, Ez1] = \
potentialsTip(areax, areay, \
areaz, chargesPosition1, qQValue1);
501 # calculate total potential energy
amplCoef = 1;
amplCoefSurf = 1;
UoiSurf = (U.pauli + U.chem) * amplCoefSurf;
UoiTip = ( U1.pauli + U1.chem).*U1.angCoef*amplCoef;
506 Uoi = UoiTip + UoiSurf;
# preview slices across molecule at certain x or y position
if(1)
# slice positions
511 xslice = [0]; #[tipx];
yslice = [0]; #[tipy];
zslice = []; # no slice at z
# plot picture
figure;
516 h = slice(areax, areay, areaz, Uoi, xslice, yslice, zslice);
colorbar;
set(h, ’EdgeColor’, ’none’)
title(’Energy field’)
if(1) # preview molecule position
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521 hold on;
figure;
plot3(chargesPosition1(:,1), chargesPosition1(:,2),’o’)
title("PTCDA slice");
end
526 end
# preview approach curves at certain x,y position of interest
# this part is needed to monitor Morse potential for different point.
if (1)
531 figure;
hold on;
# point 1 # C6 ring center coordinate
poixV = 9.7;
poiyV = 6.1;
536 [m,n] = coord2index(poixV, poiyV, areax, areay);
poiz = [1:zN];
z_coord = areaz(1,1,poiz)(:);
u_value1 = (Uoi)(n, m, poiz)(:);
u_value1(u_value1 >1) =NA; # cut value for better view
541 plot(z_coord, u_value1, ’bo-’);
# point 2 # C atom coordinate
poixV = 10.6;
poiyV = 5;
[m,n] = coord2index(poixV, poiyV, areax, areay);
546 poiz = [1:zN];
z_coord = areaz(1,1,poiz)(:);
u_value1 = (Uoi)(n, m, poiz)(:);
u_value1(u_value1 >1) = NA;
plot(z_coord, u_value1, ’ro-’);
551 # surface below the tip
u_valueSurf = (UoiSurf)(tipyindex, tipxindex, poiz)(:);
u_valueSurf(u_valueSurf >1) =NA;
plot(z_coord, u_valueSurf, ’k.-’);
# tip + surface below tip
556 u_value1 = (Uoi)(tipyindex, tipxindex, poiz)(:);
u_value1(u_value1 >1) =NA;
plot(z_coord, u_value1, ’go-’);
# additional info for
xlabel("z, angstrem");
561 ylabel("U, meV");
title("void(blue), atom(red), tip-surf(green)");
if (ifsave ==1)
print(’-dsvg’, ’-r300’, ’-color’, \
[’Morse_under_tip’,’TH_’,num2str(tipHightPosition*10),\
566 ’_xTip_’, num2str(tipx*10+100),\
’_yTip_’, num2str(tipy*10+100)]);
close;
end
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end
571
# preview slice at certain hight (distOfInt)
if (0)
# for distOfInt = [0.5:0.5:3];#(tipHightPosition-cutoff)],
# for distOfInt = [0.5:0.2:4],
576 Energy = min(min(min(Uoi)));
disp(["Energy: ", num2str(Energy)])
[y, x, z] = ind2sub([xN, yN, zN], find( Uoi == Energy));
figure;
distOfInt = 1.6;
581 poiz = floor((zN-1)/(zmax-zmin)*(distOfInt - zmin) + 1);
out = reshape(Uoi(:,:,poiz),xN,yN);
pcolor(areax(1,:,1)(:), areay(:,1,1)(:) , out);
xlabel("x, angstrem");
ylabel("y, angstrem");
586 colorbar;
title( [’slice_TH_’,\
num2str(tipHightPosition*1),\
’_xTip_’, \
num2str(tipx*1),\
591 ’_yTip_’, \
num2str(tipy*1),\
’_zEnergy_’,\
num2str(distOfInt*1),\
’_Energy_’, \
596 num2str(Energy)])
shading flat;
# save result
if (ifsave == 1)
print(’-dsvg’, ’-r300’, ’-color’, \
601 [’bw_map_TH_’,\
num2str(tipHightPosition*10),\
’_xTip_’, \
num2str(tipx*10+100),\
’_yTip_’, \
606 num2str(tipy*10+100),\
’_zEnergy_’,\
num2str(distOfInt*10),\
’_Energy_’, \
num2str(Energy),\
611 ’.svg’]);
close;
end
# preview results
if(1)
616 [PX,PY] = gradient( out, stepx, stepy) ;
figure;
quiver(areax(1,:,1)(:),areay(:,1,1)(:),PX(:,:,1),PY(:,:,1));
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axis equal;
hold on;
621 title(’3D vectors model’)
xlabel("x, angstrem");
ylabel("y, angstrem");
end
# preview molecule or point of interest
626 if(1)
hold on;
plot(chargesPosition(:,1), chargesPosition(:,2),’g.’)
end
631 px = polyfit(areax(1,(x-2):(x+2),1)(:), \
Uoi(y,(x-2):(x+2),z)(:),2);
py = polyfit(areay((y-2):(y+2),1,1)(:), \
Uoi((y-2):(y+2),x,z)(:),2);
end
636
# preview vector map of lateral shift of D2
if(1)
[PX,PY,PZ] = gradient(Uoi,stepx,stepy,stepz) ;
for distOfInt = [0.5:0.5:1.5];
641 poiz = floor((zN-1)/(zmax-zmin)*(distOfInt - zmin) + 1);
out = reshape(Uoi(:,:,poiz),xN,yN);
figure;
quiver(areax(1,:,1)(:), areay(:,1,1)(:), \
PX(:,:,poiz), PY(:,:,poiz));
646 axis equal;
hold on;
title( [’3D vectors map: XY vec, Energy_’, \
num2str(distOfInt*10) ]);
xlabel("x, angstrem");
651 ylabel("y, angstrem");
# take map values at distance of poiz
PXmat = PX(:,:,poiz);
PX = PX(:,:,poiz);
dyPX = sign(PX(:,1:end-1,1))-sign(PX(:,2:end,1));
656 dyPX = abs([dyPX, dyPX(:,end,1)]);
PX = PX’;
dxPX = sign(PX(:,1:end-1,1))-sign(PX(:,2:end,1));
dxPX = abs([dxPX, dxPX(:,end,1)]);
PX = PX’;
661
figure;
surf(areax(1,:,1)(:), areay(:,1,1)(:), sqrt(dxPX.^2+dyPX.^2) );
shading flat;
axis equal;
666 colorbar;
title([’dPX, Energy_’, num2str(distOfInt*10) ] );
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xlabel("x, angstrem");
ylabel("y, angstrem");
671 figure;
surf(areax(1,:,1)(:), areay(:,1,1)(:), PZ(:,:,poiz));
shading flat;
axis equal;
colorbar;
676 title([’3D vector model: Z vector value, Energy_’, \
num2str(distOfInt*10)]);
xlabel("x, angstrem");
ylabel("y, angstrem");
end
681 end
# find work needed to move D2 away from the tip
if (1)
# for distOfInt = [1.5:0.3:(tipHightPosition-cutoff)],
686 # for distOfInt = [1.5:0.3:3.5],
Energy = min(min(min(Uoi)));
[y, x, z] = ind2sub([xN, yN, zN], find( Uoi == Energy));
distOfInt = areaz(1,1,z)(:) ;
[tipxindex, tipyindex] = coord2index(tipx, tipy, areax, areay);
691 poiz = floor((zN-1)/(zmax-zmin)*(distOfInt - zmin) + 1);
# x, y, z, xxTip (x tip position), yyTip (y tip position), radius
[out] = getFringeEnergy2D(areax(1,:,1), areay(:,1,1), \
Uoi(:,:,z), tipx, tipy, 2);
E_fringe = out.En
696 [xInd, yInd] = coord2index(out.x, out.y, areax, areay)
# find parameters for harmonic potential
px = polyfit(areax(1,(x-2):(x+2),1)(:), \
Uoi(y,(x-2):(x+2),z)(:),2);
pp = polyval(px,areax(1,(x-2):(x+2),1)(:));
701 py = polyfit(areay((y-2):(y+2),1,1)(:), \
Uoi((y-2):(y+2),x,z)(:),2);
pp = polyval(py, areay((y-2):(y+2),1,1)(:) );
# save the results
if (ifsave == 1)
706 print(’-dsvg’, ’-r300’, ’-color’, \
[’line_x_minEnergy_TH_’, num2str(tipHightPosition*10), \
’_x_’, num2str(tipx*10+100),’_y_’,num2str(tipy*10+100),\
’_z_’, num2str(distOfInt*10), ’.svg’]);
close;
711 end
# write to file
if (1)
disp(’writing’)
nameX = ’all_i_want_to do_’;
716 fid = fopen( [’out_TSdist_’, num2str(tipHightPosition*10),\
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nameX, ’.txt’ ] ,’a+’);
fprintf(fid,\
’#f\t#f\t#f\t#f\t#f\t#f\t#f\t#f\t#f\t#f\t#f\t#f\n’, \
tipx, tipy, tipHightPosition,\
721 areax(1,x,1), areay(y,1,1), areaz(1,1,z),\
areax(1,xInd,1), areay(yInd,1,1), \
Energy, E_fringe, \
px(1), py(1)
);
726 fclose(fid);
end
end
# show 3D picture
731 if (1)
tolerance = 0.2;
Energy = min(min(min(Uoi)))+0*tolerance
out = Uoi;
out( out > (Energy+tolerance) ) = NA;
736 out( out < (Energy-tolerance) ) = NA;
[y, x, z] = ind2sub([xN, yN, zN], find(!isna(out)));
x1 = areax(1,x,1)(:);
y1 = areay(y,1,1)(:);
z1 = areaz(1,1,z)(:);
741 figure;
plot3(x1,y1,z1,’.’);
xlabel("x, angstrem");
ylabel("y, angstrem");
zlabel("z, angstrem");
746 # zlabel("meV")
# colorbar;
title(["points with the energy of ",num2str(Energy),’, TH_’,\
num2str(tipHightPosition*10),’, xTip_’, \
num2str(tipx*10),’, yTip_’, num2str(tipy*10)])
751 Energy = min(min(min(Uoi)))+2*tolerance
out = Uoi;
out( out > (Energy+tolerance) ) = NA;
out( out < (Energy-tolerance) ) = NA;
[y, x, z] = ind2sub([xN, yN, zN], find(!isna(out)));
756 x2 = areax(1,x,1)(:);
y2 = areay(y,1,1)(:);
z2 = areaz(1,1,z)(:);
hold on;
plot3(x2,y2,z2,’.r’);
761 Energy = min(min(min(Uoi)))+4*tolerance
out = Uoi;
out( out > (Energy+tolerance) ) = NA;
out( out < (Energy-tolerance) ) = NA;
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766 [y, x, z] = ind2sub([xN, yN, zN], find(!isna(out)));
x3 = areax(1,x,1)(:);
y3 = areay(y,1,1)(:);
z3 = areaz(1,1,z)(:);
hold on;
771 plot3(x3,y3,z3,’.y’);
set(gcf,’Color’,[0.6,0.6,0.6])
# set(gca,’CameraPosition’,20*[sin(angle) 0 cos(angle) ]);
# preview molecule or point of interest
if(1)
776 hold on;
#figure;
ii = 4;
atom_in_PTCDA = 38; # 30 for core ; 38 for whole
plot3(chargesPosition(\
781 (atom_in_PTCDA*ii+1):(atom_in_PTCDA*(ii+1)),1), \
chargesPosition(\
(atom_in_PTCDA*ii+1):(atom_in_PTCDA*(ii+1)),2),’ok’)
hold on;
786 ii = 0;
plot3(chargesPosition(\
(atom_in_PTCDA*ii+1):(atom_in_PTCDA*(ii+1)),1),\
chargesPosition(\
(atom_in_PTCDA*ii+1):(atom_in_PTCDA*(ii+1)),2),’ok’)
791
Energy = min(min(min(Uoi)));
[y, x, z] = ind2sub([xN, yN, zN], find( Uoi == Energy));
distOfInt = areaz(1,1,z)(:);
poiz = z;
796 out = reshape(Uoi(:,:,poiz),xN,yN);
pcolor(areax(1,:,1)(:), areay(:,1,1)(:) , out);
shading flat;
end
view(240, 30);
801 if(ifsave == 5)
print(’-dsvg’, ’-r300’, ’-color’, \
[’3D_’,\
’TH_’,\
num2str(tipHightPosition*10),\
806 ’_xTip_’, \
num2str(tipx*10+100),\
’_yTip_’, \
num2str(tipy*10+100)]);
close;
811 end
name = [’TH_’,num2str(tipHightPosition*10),’_3D’];
# prepare data to save
toSave.x1 = x1;
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toSave.z1 = z1;
816 toSave.y1 = y1;
toSave.x2 = x2;
toSave.z2 = z2;
toSave.y2 = y2;
toSave.x3 = x3;
821 toSave.z3 = z3;
toSave.y3 = y3;
toSave.chargesPosition = chargesPosition;
toSave.areax = areax;
toSave.areay = areay;
826 toSave.out = out;
save name toSave;
close;
end
endfunction
831
###################################################################
# program starts here
###################################################################
836 # x and y steps of grid for tip position
mystep = (20/127);
# h - z-position of the tip;
# x,y - x and y position of the tip
[h ,y, x] = meshgrid( [4], -5:mystep:12, -11:mystep:6 );
841
allval = length(x(:));
for ii = 1:length(x(:))
Param(ii).x = x(ii);
Param(ii).y = y(ii);
846 Param(ii).h = h(ii);
end
# global parameters needed to calculate once to save total
# computational time
851 global U;
global Ex;
global Ey;
global Ez;
global chargesPosition;
856 global qQValue;
for tt = 1:allval
clear -x tt Param allval U Ex Ey Ez chargesPosition qQValue;
main(Param(tt));
861 end
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The description of the unit cell of PTCDA on Au(111).
% Description of the herring bone structure of PTCDA layer
% structure of the string is the next:
% name #num - atom_descroption atom_position - partial_charge_value x y z
4 %
% mol 1
atom 1 - C 0.004196167 0.1528866 -3.744266 0.01138122
atom 2 - C -0.1479287 -1.209324 -3.550244 0.005194386
atom 3 - C -0.108273 1.021363 -2.635129 0.01064787
9 atom 4 - C 0.01191139 0.5325196 -1.34359 0.004555251
atom 5 - C -0.03022575 -0.8769351 -1.12241 0.00149474
atom 6 - C 0.0245142 -1.744455 -2.232792 0.0008782791
atom 7 - C -0.1479268 -3.152233 -2.032282 -0.003795298
atom 8 - C 0.01191235 -1.432525 0.1916723 -0.0007755269
14 atom 9 - C -0.1082726 -2.80397 0.3535403 -0.004852661
atom 10 - C 0.004196405 -3.67005 -0.7574658 -0.006796176
atom 11 - C -0.1479297 3.152227 2.032275 -0.004544073
atom 12 - C 0.02451372 1.744451 2.232796 9.880461e-006
atom 13 - C 0.004193544 3.670039 0.7574549 -0.006938186
19 atom 14 - C -0.1082716 2.803954 -0.3535442 -0.003388885
atom 15 - C 0.01190948 1.432511 -0.1916624 0.0007271195
atom 16 - C -0.0302248 0.8769233 1.122421 0.0008460354
atom 17 - C 0.01191139 -0.5325347 1.343607 0.001470514
atom 18 - C -0.1479259 1.209327 3.550254 0.003406957 3
24 atom 19 - C 0.004196167 -0.1528943 3.74429 0.005388714
atom 20 - C -0.1082721 -1.021377 2.63516 0.003597346
atom 21 - H 0.1296895 0.5699118 -4.759921 0.01639607
atom 22 - H 0.1222507 2.111245 -2.799161 0.01430543
atom 23 - H 0.1222504 3.226784 -1.371374 -0.003759135
29 atom 24 - H 0.129689 4.756413 0.5985163 -0.01149259
atom 25 - H 0.1222502 -2.111263 2.799208 0.003753818
atom 26 - H 0.1296894 -0.569921 4.759953 0.008180749
atom 27 - H 0.1222503 -3.226808 1.371366 -0.006442073
atom 28 - H 0.1296895 -4.75643 -0.5985366 -0.01053608
34 atom 29 - C 0.4089208 4.031771 3.22193 -0.00711445
atom 30 - C 0.4089148 2.150876 4.691456 0.005151376
atom 31 - O -0.3057137 5.240309 3.273805 -0.01400339
atom 32 - O -0.3057232 1.90885 5.87667 0.01171442
atom 33 - O -0.2243776 3.512439 4.495692 -0.001118116
39 atom 34 - C 0.4089155 -2.150849 -4.691467 0.002481526
atom 35 - C 0.4089139 -4.031764 -3.221941 -0.005188323
atom 36 - O -0.3057203 -1.908796 -5.876687 0.003530481
atom 37 - O -0.3057222 -5.240334 -3.273822 -0.008757038
atom 38 - O -0.2243714 -3.512417 -4.495708 -0.002410372
44 % endmol 1
% mol 2
atom 1 - C 0.004196167 13.27003 5.392527 0.01138122
atom 2 - C -0.1479287 12.75223 4.117719 0.005194387
atom 3 - C -0.108273 12.40394 6.503535 0.01064787
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49 atom 4 - C 0.01191139 11.03251 6.341655 0.00455525
atom 5 - C -0.03022575 10.47692 5.027581 0.001494739
atom 6 - C 0.0245142 11.34445 3.917206 0.0008782792
atom 7 - C -0.1479268 10.80932 2.59975 -0.003795298
atom 8 - C 0.01191235 9.067465 4.8064 -0.0007755269
54 atom 9 - C -0.1082726 8.578621 3.514849 -0.004852662
atom 10 - C 0.004196405 9.4471 2.405717 -0.006796175
atom 11 - C -0.1479297 8.390684 9.700246 -0.004544074
atom 12 - C 0.02451372 7.855551 8.382794 9.880516e-006
atom 13 - C 0.004193544 9.752909 9.89427 -0.006938186
59 atom 14 - C -0.1082716 10.62138 8.785129 -0.003388885
atom 15 - C 0.01190948 10.13252 7.493592 0.0007271195
atom 16 - C -0.0302248 8.723068 7.272421 0.0008460354
atom 17 - C 0.01191139 8.167473 5.958335 0.001470514
atom 18 - C -0.1479259 6.447769 8.18229 0.003406957
64 atom 19 - C 0.004196167 5.929943 6.907474 0.005388714
atom 20 - C -0.1082721 6.796023 5.79646 0.003597346
atom 21 - H 0.1296895 14.3564 5.55145 0.01639607
atom 22 - H 0.1222507 12.82677 7.52136 0.01430543
atom 23 - H 0.1222504 11.71127 8.949176 -0.003759135
69 atom 24 - H 0.129689 10.16994 10.90992 -0.01149259
atom 25 - H 0.1222502 6.373182 4.778641 0.003753817
atom 26 - H 0.1296894 4.843561 6.748544 0.008180749
atom 27 - H 0.1222503 7.488733 3.350804 -0.006442073
atom 28 - H 0.1296895 9.030073 1.390055 -0.01053608
74 atom 29 - C 0.4089208 7.449148 10.84146 -0.007114451
atom 30 - C 0.4089148 5.568247 9.371955 0.005151376
atom 31 - O -0.3057137 7.691187 12.02665 -0.01400339
atom 32 - O -0.3057232 4.359686 9.423846 0.01171442
atom 33 - O -0.2243776 6.087586 10.64571 -0.001118116
79 atom 34 - C 0.4089155 13.63177 2.928071 0.002481526
atom 35 - C 0.4089139 11.75086 1.458541 -0.005188322
atom 36 - O -0.3057203 14.84034 2.8762 0.003530481
atom 37 - O -0.3057222 11.50882 0.2733212 -0.008757038
atom 38 - O -0.2243714 13.11244 1.654311 -0.002410372
84 % endmol 2
% Translation vector description
0 1.90885 5.87667
1 21.10885 5.87667
2 1.908851 18.17667
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